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Epoch of Reionization

The history of astronomy is a history of receding horizons.
E. P. Hubble
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Identifying Galaxies at High Redshifts
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Lyman Break GalaxiesLyα Emitters

Steidel+99

No. 1, 2010 STATISTICS OF Ly! EMITTERS AT z ! 7 873

Figure 3. Spectra and snapshots of our z = 6.6 LAEs confirmed with Keck/
DEIMOS. Each object has a spectrum in the right panel and snapshots of B, V,
R, i", z", and NB921 images in the left panels. Each snapshot is presented in a
6"" # 6"" box. The object name and redshift are presented in the left and right
corners of each spectrum panel, respectively. The right bottom panel shows a
typical DEIMOS spectrum of the sky background that is obtained in the process
of sky subtraction.

where Nlowz and Nall are the numbers of low-z interlopers and
all objects, respectively, in our spectroscopy sample.

The totals of the spectroscopically observed and identified
LAEs are 24 and 16, respectively (Section 2.3). Since there
are eight objects with no identification in our spectroscopic
sample (see Section 2.3), we calculate fcont for the following
two extreme cases. If all of these unidentified objects are real
LAEs whose Ly! lines are simply too faint or extended to be
detected in our spectroscopy, we find Nlowz/Nall = 0/24 because
of the lack of interlopers in our spectroscopic sample. If all the
unidentified objects are interlopers, Nlowz/Nall = (24 $ 16)/24.
Thus, the contamination rate is taken within the range of
fcont % 0%–30% for our LAE samples. Note that there are
no obvious contaminants in our follow-up spectroscopy and the
SXDS catalogs. Moreover, the ongoing DEIMOS and IMACS

Figure 4. Redshift distribution of our LAEs with a spectroscopic identification.
Histogram presents LAEs confirmed by our Keck/DEIMOS observations. The
dashed line represents the selection function of LAEs that is simply calculated
from the response curves of the NB921 filter. The selection function is
normalized by the number of identified LAEs.

Figure 5. Top panel: detection completeness of our NB921 images in percent-
age. Circles, hexagons, triangles, squares, and pentagons represent the com-
pleteness of a magnitude bin (!m = 0.5 mag) in the five subfields, SXDS-C,
SXDS-N, SXDS-S, SXDS-E, and SXDS-W, respectively. For presentation pur-
poses, we slightly shift all the points along the abscissa. Bottom panel: surface
densities of objects detected in the NB921 data. The lower and upper points
indicate surface densities of our z = 6.6 LAEs and all the objects detected in
the narrow band, respectively. Black circles, hexagons, triangles, squares, and
pentagons plot the surface densities in the five subfields of SXDS-C, SXDS-N,
SXDS-S, SXDS-E, and SXDS-W, respectively. We distinguish between the raw
and completeness-corrected surface densities with the open and filled symbols,
respectively. The red filled circles represent the surface density averaged over
our entire survey field. The errors are given by Poisson statistics for black
symbols, while the errors of red symbols are the geometric mean of Poisson
errors and cosmic variances calculated from Equation (3). To avoid overlaps of
points, we slightly shift all the black points along the abscissa with respect to the
corresponding red filled circles. The right vertical axis indicates the number of
objects, i.e., N/(0.5mag), identified in our entire survey area. Blue stars denote
the surface density of z % 6.6 LAEs obtained by Taniguchi et al. (2005).
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Figure 5. Top panel: detection completeness of our NB921 images in percent-
age. Circles, hexagons, triangles, squares, and pentagons represent the com-
pleteness of a magnitude bin (!m = 0.5 mag) in the five subfields, SXDS-C,
SXDS-N, SXDS-S, SXDS-E, and SXDS-W, respectively. For presentation pur-
poses, we slightly shift all the points along the abscissa. Bottom panel: surface
densities of objects detected in the NB921 data. The lower and upper points
indicate surface densities of our z = 6.6 LAEs and all the objects detected in
the narrow band, respectively. Black circles, hexagons, triangles, squares, and
pentagons plot the surface densities in the five subfields of SXDS-C, SXDS-N,
SXDS-S, SXDS-E, and SXDS-W, respectively. We distinguish between the raw
and completeness-corrected surface densities with the open and filled symbols,
respectively. The red filled circles represent the surface density averaged over
our entire survey field. The errors are given by Poisson statistics for black
symbols, while the errors of red symbols are the geometric mean of Poisson
errors and cosmic variances calculated from Equation (3). To avoid overlaps of
points, we slightly shift all the black points along the abscissa with respect to the
corresponding red filled circles. The right vertical axis indicates the number of
objects, i.e., N/(0.5mag), identified in our entire survey area. Blue stars denote
the surface density of z % 6.6 LAEs obtained by Taniguchi et al. (2005).

Ouchi+12
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LBGs with HST: efficient detection out to z~10-12

F435W F606W F775W F814W F850LP F105W F125W F140W F160W

optical ACS
near-IR WFC3/IR
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Multi-Tiered Dataset for High-z Studies
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credit color images: I Momcheva+3DHST

x25 x12

Pure Parallel

x41

All these HST fields combined: 
<0.5 deg2
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Unprecedented Galaxy Samples at z>=4
(from HST’s blank fields only)
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Almost 1000 galaxies in the epoch of reionization at z>6
Current frontier: z~9-10
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Source identification
UV Light / SFRs

Spectroscopic Confirmation
K-band imaging AGN?

ISM Properties
Dust Reemission

Rest-frame Optical
Stellar Masses
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Our Multi-Wavelength Census of Early Galaxies

z = 8

dust emission: 
reprocessed UV 
photons

atomic + 
molecular gas

SFR ~ 5 M!/yr

ALMA/NOEMA:
cold gas
dust re-emission
closes energy balance

HST:
rest-frame UV

un-obscured SFR

stellar + nebular 
emission

Spitzer:
rest-frame optical imaging
stellar masses
(rest-frame optical emission lines!)
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Matched Deep IRAC Data: Stellar Masses
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IUDF10: Spitzer / IRAC Ultra Deep Fields 

HUDF

GOODS-S

HUDF-2

HUDF-1

coverage (hours):
FIELD        [3.6]    [4.5]
HUDF!       126     126
HUDF-1       52       52
HUDF-2     125       92

4 Stephen M. Wilkins et al.

Table 1. Photometry and derived properties for the z ! 10 sources, and the bright stack, considered in this work.

z M1500 Hf160w/nJy [3.6]/nJy Hf160w"[3.6] !obs A1500,C00 A1500,SMC

(assumes !int = "2.54)7

GN-z10-11,2 10.2 "21.6 152 ± 10 136 ± 29 "0.1± 0.2 "2.1± 0.3 0.9± 0.6 0.5± 0.3
GN-z10-21,2 9.8 "20.7 68± 9 45± 26 "0.5± 0.6 "2.5± 0.7 0.1± 1.6 0.1± 0.9
GN-z10-31,2 9.5 "20.6 73± 8 59± 24 "0.2± 0.5 "2.3± 0.5 0.6± 1.1 0.3± 0.6
GS-z10-11,2 9.9 "20.6 66± 9 71± 27 0.1± 0.4 "1.9± 0.5 1.4± 1.1 0.8± 0.6
MACS1149-JD14 9.6 "19.44 190± 13.35 177 ± 44 "0.1± 0.3 "2.1± 0.3 1.0± 0.7 0.6± 0.4

STACK - - - - "0.1± 0.26 "2.1± 0.36 0.9± 0.6 0.5± 0.3

1 Oesch et al. (2014). 2 included in stack. 3 Zheng et al. (2012), Bouwens et al. (2014b). 4 MACS1149-JD is gravitationally lensed by a
foreground cluster, we determine the un-lensed absolute magnitude using the best-fit magnification of 14.5. 5 We independently

measure the [3.6] flux for MACS1149-JD using the Frontier Fields Spitzer/IRAC observations combined with observations taken as part
of the Spitzer UltRa Faint SUrvey Program (SURFSUP, Bradač et al. 2014) and Program ID 60034 (PI: Egami). Our flux

measurements are consistent with those reported by both Zheng et al. (2012) (< 160 nJy, 1") and Bradač et al. (2014) (190± 87 nJy). 6

The uncertainty on the mean increases to ±0.3, if we assume there is significant intrinsic scatter in the ! distribution as observed at
z ! 4-5 (Bouwens et al. 2009, 2012; Castellano et al. 2012; Rogers et al. 2014: see §2.2). 7 The intrinsic UV -continuum slope predicted

in dynamical simulation at z ! 10 assuming fesc = 0 (§3).

Figure 1. Relative observed near-IR photometry of a model star-
forming galaxy at z # {7, 8, 9, 10} highlighting the bands available
to measure the rest-frame UV-continuum slope. At z > 9.6, the
Spitzer/IRAC [3.6] band can be combined with the Hf160w band
to measure the UV continuum slope over a large wavelength base-
line, minimising its uncertainty. At z ! 8 only the JHf140w and
Hf160w bands are uncontaminated by the Lyman-# break provid-
ing only a small wavelength baseline and leaving the uncertainty
on the observed UV continuum slope very large.

This long wavelength baseline compensates for the lower sen-
sitivity of observations with Spitzer/IRAC [3.6], allowing the
the UV continuum to be estimated much more robustly than
at z ! 8 and on a par with z ! 6" 8 for the same observed
apparent magnitude. This is demonstrated in the bottom
panel of Figure 2.

The observed values of the UV-continuum slope ! for
the z ! 10 candidates (and the stack) are listed in Table
1 and shown in Figure 3. For the brightest candidate (GN-
z10-1) we find !obs = "2.1 ± 0.2 while for the bright stack
(see §2.1.1) we find !obs = "2.1 ± 0.3. If we stack only
those sources which have JH140-band observations (pro-
viding a second WFC3/IR filter where the z ! 10 candi-
dates are detected), i.e., GN-z10-1 and GN-z10-2, we find
!obs = "2.2± 0.3.

While the formal random error on the mean ! is 0.2,
at lower redshifts the ! distribution for luminous galaxies
appears to show a significant intrinsic scatter of "! ! 0.35
(Bouwens et al. 2009, 2012; Castellano et al. 2012; Rogers
et al. 2014). Assuming a similar scatter at z ! 10 translates
to a slightly larger random error on the mean ! of 0.3.

2.2.1 Selection Biases

It is useful to consider briefly whether our mean ! results
could be biased because of the selection criteria that were
applied in searching for z ! 10 galaxies. Such issues became
an important aspect of the debate regarding UV -continuum
slopes at z ! 7 (e.g., Wilkins et al. 2012; Dunlop et al. 2012;
Bouwens et al. 2012, 2014a), and it is important that we
ensure that such issues do not become important again.

In identifying bright z ! 9-10 candidates over CAN-
DELS GOODS-S and GOODS-N, Oesch et al. (2014) did not
consider sources with particularly red Hf160w"[4.5]> 2 col-
ors redward of the Lyman break. Although the Hf160w"[4.5]
colour, unlike the Hf160w"[3.6] colour, does not directly
probe the UV continuum slope, they are correlated and
noise in the two colors is not independent.6. A colour of

6 This is particularly true at Hf160w"[4.5]> 0 where the colour
is dominated by the e!ect of dust reddening.

Wilkins+15
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What can we learn about these 
early galaxy populations?

➔ Some Science Highlights
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The Evolution of the UV Luminosity Function to z~8
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EAZY photometric redshift software, while excluding
those sources detected at > 2.5! blueward of the break.
The contamination rates we find over the wide fields
from photometric scatter is just 2% for z ! 5 candidates
and 1% for z ! 6-8 candidates.
For our z ! 8 selection over the BoRG/HIPPIES pro-

gram, we estimate the contamination rate by using the
same selection criteria on the V606Y098J125H160 observa-
tions over the ERS data set and then comparing the se-
lected sources with our actual z ! 8 sample from the ERS
data set. Applying the BoRG criteria to the HST obser-
vations over the ERS field, we identify 8 candidate z ! 8
galaxies. 6 of these 8 candidates are likely to correspond
to z ! 8 galaxies, as they were previously selected using
the full HST observations (§3.2.3). The other 2 candi-
dates show modest flux in the other optical bands and
therefore are unlikely z ! 8 galaxies. These tests sug-
gest a 25% contamination rate for our BoRG/HIPPIES
selection, similar to what Bradley et al. (2012) adopt for
the contamination rate of their BoRG selection. As a
check on this estimate, we also estimated the number of
contaminants in the wide-area BoRG/HIPPIES fields us-
ing almost identical simulations to that perfomed above
on the CANDELS-UDS/COSMOS/EGS fields. The con-
tamination rate we recovered (20±8%) was quite similar
to that derived from the ERS data set above; we will
therefore assume a contamination rate of 25% for our
z ! 8 BoRG/HIPPIES selection in deriving our LF re-
sults.

3.5.6. Spurious Sources

Spurious sources also represent a potentially important
contaminant for high-redshift selections if there are sig-
nificant non-Gaussian artifacts in the data one is using
to identify sources or one selects sources of low enough
significance. To guard against contamination by spurious
sources, we require sources be detected at 5! significance
in our deepest data set the XDF, at 5.5! significance in
our HUDF09-1, HUDF09-2, CANDELS, and ERS search
fields, and 6! significance in BoRG/HIPPIES. Since al-
most all of our sources (99.7%) are detected at > 3! in
at least two passbands, it is extraordinarily unlikely that
a meaningful fraction (i.e., >0.3%) of our high-redshift
samples is composed of spurious sources. Based on the
number of single-band 3! detections, we estimate the
likely spurious fraction to be <0.3%.

3.5.7. Summary

We estimate a total contamination level of just !2%,
!3%, !6%, !7%, and !10% for all but the faintest
sources in our z ! 4, z ! 5, z ! 6, z ! 7, and z ! 8
samples, respectively. The most significant source of con-
tamination for our high-redshift samples is due to the
e!ect of noise in perturbing the photometry of lower-
redshift galaxies so that they satisfy our high-redshift
selection criteria, but stars also contribute at a low level
(!2%). Similar results are found in other recent selec-
tions of sources in the high redshift universe (e.g., Gi-
avalisco et al. 2004b; Bouwens et al. 2006, 2007, 2011;
Wilkins et al. 2011; Schenker et al. 2013).

4. LUMINOSITY FUNCTION RESULTS

In this section, we make use of our large, comprehen-
sive samples of z ! 4-10 galaxies we selected from the

Fig. 6.— SWML determinations of the UV LFs at z ! 4 (blue
solid circles), z ! 5 (green solid circles), z ! 6 (light blue solid
circles), z ! 7 (black circles), and z ! 8 (red solid circles). Also
shown are independently-derived Schechter fits to the LFs using the
STY procedure (see §4.2). The UV LFs we have derived from the
complete CANDELS+ERS+XDF+HUDF09 data sets show clear
evidence for the build-up of galaxies from z ! 8 to z ! 4. Note
the appreciable numbers of luminous galaxies at z ! 6, z ! 7 and
z ! 8.

XDF+ERS+CANDELS+BoRG/HIPPIES data sets to
obtain the best available determinations of the UV LFs
at these redshifts. In constructing the present LFs, we
make use of essentially the same procedures as we previ-
ously utilized in Bouwens et al. (2007) and Bouwens et
al. (2011).
We first derive the LFs in the usual non-parametric

stepwise way (§4.1), and then in terms of the Schechter
parameters (§4.2). In §4.3, we compare our LF results
with previous results from our team. In §4.4, we use our
large samples of galaxies at both higher and lower lumi-
nosities to derive the shape of the UV LF and attempt
to ascertain whether it is well represented by a Schechter
function. In §4.5, we quantify variations in the volume
density of z ! 4-8 galaxies themselves across the five
CANDELS fields. Finally, in §4.6, we use our search re-
sults across the full CANDELS, ERS, XDF, HUDF09-Ps
data set to set constraints on the UV LF at z ! 10.

4.1. SWML Determinations

We first consider a simple stepwise (binned) determi-
nation of the UV LFs at z ! 4-8. The baseline approach
in the literature for these type of determinations is to use
the stepwise maximum-likelihood (SWML) approach of
Efstathiou et al. (1988). With this approach, the goal is
to find the maximum likelihood LF shape which best re-
produces the available constraints. Since the focus with
this approach is in reproducing the shape of the LF, this
approach is largely robust against field-to-field variations
in the normalization of the luminosity function and hence
large-scale structure e!ects.
As in Bouwens et al. (2007) and Bouwens et al. (2011),

we can write the stepwise LF "k as ""kW (M " Mk)
where k is an index running over the magnitude bins,
where Mk corresponds to the absolute magnitude at the

Bouwens+15

7 mag baseline

bright faint

See also: e.g. Oesch+10a/12, Bouwens+10a,11,12; Bunker+10, Finkelstein+10/14, Wilkins+10/11, McLure+10/13, Yan+12, Bradley+12, ...

well-defined
build-up

(1600 Å luminosity)

extremely steep
faint-end slopes

(α~-2)

Tuniv=650Myr

Tuniv=1.5Gyr

why*is*it*important*to*go*faint?*

UV*luminosity*funcHon*
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New Frontier: Faint-End Cutoff/Turnover?

13

Hubble Frontier Fields: can probe possible turn-
over in LF at faint luminosities thanks to lensing

Directly Observing the Galaxies Likely Responsible for Reionization 13
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Figure 10. Rest-frame UV luminosity functions at z = 6!8 from the Hubble Frontier Fields samples. The solid green line is the
fit to the CANDELS data from Finkelstein et al. (2015), and the green dashed line extends this fit to fainter magnitudes. Error
bars indicate the Poisson error based on the number of galaxies in each bin; cosmic variance and uncertainties in magnitude
and redshift are accounted for when fitting the Schechter parameters. The solid purple line is the intrinsic Schechter function
fit to the combined HFF and CANDELS data, and the dotted line shows the intrinsic Schechter function after convolving with
the magnification errors to account for Eddington bias.

alizations of the magnitude of each galaxy by drawing
randomly from within the photometric and magnifica-
tion errors, and from the photo-z probability distribu-
tion. We combine all of the magnitude distribution func-
tions within each subfield to produce a probability dis-
tribution (PDF) function P (Mi,Mj) that a galaxy with
magnitude Mi has magnitude Mj consistent the uncer-
tainties in its photo-z, photometry and magnification.
These PDFs are narrow at the bright end, where the
photometry is more certain and there is little or no lens-
ing magnification, but become much broader at the faint
end where all of these uncertainties are higher.
To calculate the expected luminosity function in each

subfield f and magnitude bin Mi, we have

!i =
N
!

j=0

!j,int (1 + CVj)P (j, i) (7)

where CVj is the cosmic variance estimate in mag-
nitude bin Mi, drawn from a random normal distribu-
tion with the width of the estimate of fractional cosmic
variance from Robertson et al. (2014) and !j,int is the
intrinsic Schechter function at magnitude j.
For each combination of Schechter parameters M!, !!

and ", we calculate the goodness-of-fit statistic

C2 (!) = !2 lnL (!) (8)

where L is the likelihood that the number of galaxies
observed in that field and magnitude bin matches the
number expected according to Equation 7. The final
goodness-of-fit C2 is the sum over all fields and magni-
tude bins at a given redshift.
We use an IDL implementation of an a!ne-invariant

ensemble MCMC sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013;
Finkelstein 2015) to search the parameter space. For

17

Fig. 10.— Comparison of the present stepwise UV LF at z ! 6
(dark red circles: see §5.6) with previous determinations by Atek
et al. (2015: blue squares), L16 (green squares), and Bouwens et
al. (2015) using the HUDF, HUDF-parallel, and CANDELS fields
(light red circles). All error bars and upper limits are 1!. The dark
red squares give the results from our full forward-modeling proce-
dure, as given in §4 (but where the error bars are not independent:
see §5.6). See Table 5 for a tabulation of the present constraints
shown here. The red line shows our best-fit LF that we derive by
doing a forward-modeling analysis using the GLAFIC magnifica-
tion models as inputs. The luminosities of the individual points in
the L16 and Atek et al. (2015) LFs have been corrected brightward
by !0.4 mag and !0.3 mag, respectively, to ensure better consis-
tency with the luminosities (and total magnitudes) measured in
our own study (see §6.1.2). The dotted green line shows the fea-
ture in the z ! 6 LF results of L16 (i.e., an apparent steepening)
that likely drives their claiming no turn-over in the z ! 6 LF until
"11 mag (see §6.2).

6. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this paper is to present new constraints
on the form of the z ! 6 LF to low luminosities utilizing
new constraints from the first four clusters available from
the HFF program.

6.1. Comparison with Previous Observational
Constraints

Before looking into comparisons of our new observa-
tional constraints with theory, it is useful first to compare
the present results with previous results where available
to try to understand di!erences where they might occur.

6.1.1. Atek et al. (2015)

We first consider a comparison with the most recent
results of Atek et al. (2015) who make use of observations
available over the first three HFF clusters Abell 2744,
MACS0416, and MACS0717 and selected galaxies using
an I814-dropout selection criteria which would identify
galaxies from z ! 6 to z ! 7.
A comparison with the most recent determination of

the z ! 6-7 LF from Atek et al. (2015) is provided in
Figure 10. In comparing against the Atek et al. (2015) LF
determinations, we incorporate a !0.3-mag brightward

shift of the Atek et al. (2015) LF to correct for di!erences
in our apparent magnitude measurements for individual
sources. As already noted in one of the companion papers
to this study (Bouwens et al. 2016), overall the agreement
appears to be quite good, at least insofar as the stepwise
points are concerned.
The best-fit !! and luminosity density that Atek et

al. (2015) estimate to "15 mag, i.e., ! 1026.20±0.13 ergs
s"1 Hz"1 Mpc"3, is !0.18 dex lower than what we find.
This is a small but readily understandable di!erence that
arises because Atek et al. (2015b) provide a constraint on
the LF at a higher mean redshift than we do, i.e., z ! 6.5
vs. z ! 6, and also include in their determinations re-
sults from field surveys, i.e., CANDELS or the HUDF,
which probe z ! 7 vs. our z ! 6 probe. Given that
the integrated luminosity density to a limit of "17 mag
changes by !0.2 dex per unit redshift, our larger lumi-
nosity density estimate is entirely expected.

6.1.2. L16

To ensure that comparisons with the LF results from
L16 were made using a consistent luminosity scheme, we
carefully cross-matched sources from our catalogs with
those from L16 and comparing our measured apparent
magnitudes with those inferred from their study using
the tabulated absolute magnitudes, redshifts, and mag-
nification factors.
Comparing the total magnitudes we infer for sources

using our scaled aperture scheme to the L16-inferred
magnitudes, we find a 0.52-mag median di!erence, with
L16-inferred magnitudes fainter than ours, both for rela-
tively brightH160,AB < 28 sources and fainterH160,AB >
28 sources. If we instead estimate total magnitudes for
sources by taking the flux in fixed apertures that would
enclose 70% of the flux for point sources, as performed by
HUDF12 team (Schenker et al. 2013; McLure et al. 2013)
and derive an inverse variance-weighted total magnitude
from the Y105, J125, JH140, and H160 bands, we find dif-
ferences of 0.25-mag in the median, with the L16-inferred
magnitudes being fainter, comparing magnitudes for the
faintest sources (i.e., >28 mag). The L16 magnitudes
show a similar o!set relative to the published photome-
try of Atek et al. (2015a).
Given that the HUDF12 apparent magnitude measure-

ment scheme should give a fairly conservative lower limit
on the total fluxes for individual candidates, these com-
parisons suggest that L16 systematically underestimate
the luminosity of individual sources in their catalog by at
least !0.25 mag, if not more (taking our scaled-aperture
magnitudes as the baseline). In the next subsection, we
present evidence that L16 underestimated the flux in the
faintest z ! 6 candidate (in this case by !1 mag).
Given this range in values, we adopt a shift of the

binned z ! 6 LF of L16 brightward by 0.4 mag to com-
pare volume density measurements at luminosities closer
to what we measure. After doing so, we find that the
L16 stepwise results appear to be a factor of ! 3-4#
higher than our own results in the luminosity range "17
to "14.5 mag (Figure 10). After considering di!erent
explanations for these di!erences, it would appear that
they are due to the large intrinsic half-light radii that L16
assume (median of 0.09##). In Bouwens et al. (2016), we
demonstrated through extensive simulations that such
size assumptions would result in much higher inferred

21

Fig. 12.— Comparison of the 68% and 95% confidence intervals we have derived on the shape of the z ! 6 UV LF with the predictions
for this LF. Confidence intervals are shown making di!erent assumptions about the typical size of errors in the lensing models, assuming
these errors to typically be as large as the di!erences between the median parametric model and the GLAFIC model, Sharon/Johnson
models, and Grale models. The plotted theoretical models include DRAGONS (red lines: Liu et al. 2016a), CROC (black lines: Gnedin
2016), ENZO (green lines: O’Shea et al. 2016), CoDa (gray lines: Ocvirk et al. 2016), and Finlator et al. (2015, 2016a, 2016b [F16]: purple
lines). The LF results from O’Shea et al. (2016) rely on their z ! 12 LF, since those simulations have not yet run down to z ! 6. Overall,
we find good agreement between the predicted LF results and the present observational constraints.

clear: LF continues steep at least to Muv~-14

Livermore+16 Bouwens+16

Some debate in the literature, due to 
uncertainties associated with lensing and 
size distribution of faint galaxies

See also: e.g., Alavi+14 , Atek+15, Ishigaki+15, Laporte+16

Comparison to 
Simulations
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Did Galaxies Reionize the Universe?
simulation: Alvarez et al. 2009
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New Planck polarization results find: τe = 0.058±0.012, i.e. zreion = 8.2±1.1
Consistent with estimates from ultra-faint galaxy population.

contribution of galaxies
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Escape of Ionizing Photons?
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LyC Candidates at z ⇠ 2 from the HDUV 9

et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2014; Alexandroff et al. 2015;
Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2015; Trainor et al. 2015; Dijkstra et al.
2016; Reddy et al. 2016b; Nakajima et al. 2016). However,
a more systematic study of the average escape fractions of
galaxies in the HDUV field will have to be performed to bet-
ter connect the physical properties that lead to LyC emission
with significant fesc from galaxies.

5.3. The Peak Escape Fraction as a Function of Redshift
It is interesting to put the star-forming galaxies identified

in this paper in a broader context. Figure 6 shows a compi-
lation of absolute fesc measurements for star-forming sources
reported in the literature. These include recent direct detec-
tions for individual galaxies at low redshift (Leitet et al. 2011;
Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov et al. 2016a,b; Leitherer et al.
2016) as well as detections or limits from individual z > 2
sources (Mostardi et al. 2015; Shapley et al. 2016; Vanzella
et al. 2016; Vasei et al. 2016) or averages from subsamples of
galaxies at z > 2 (Matthee et al. 2016; Leethochawalit et al.
2016). The plot does not show population average escape
fractions, which still have to be measured reliably based on
large samples of galaxies with HST imaging in the future
(e.g. Siana et al. 2015). In addition to our star-forming can-
didates, we also show the two AGN for which we have good
evidence that the ionizing photons we detect are emitted by
star-forming regions (GN21231 and GN19591).

While the lower redshift sources that are now being de-
tected as LyC emitters typically still show a relatively low
escape fraction of < 15%, a significant fraction of the high-
redshift detections reach fesc & 50%. Given that most of the
high-redshift points included in Figure 6 were selected based
on their high fesc, it is clear that they are not likely representa-
tive of the average galaxy at these redshifts. However, the fact
that several galaxies with likely fesc > 50% at z > 2 have been
found, while no such sources have (so far) been seen at z < 2,
hints at a possible evolution of the maximally achievable es-
cape fraction from galaxies as a function of cosmic time (see
also Inoue et al. 2006).

Note that the various derivations of fesc in the literature
use different assumptions (e.g., SED frameworks, IMF, me-
dian/mean stacking etc.) which will affect the absolute values
that are reported and shown in Fig 6. For instance, SED mod-
els which include binary stellar populations (like BPASSv2,
used in this work) produce a larger number of ionizing pho-
tons and thus lead to lower fesc values compared with models
like BC03 that have often been used in the past literature. The
magnitude of this effect depends on the exact assumptions,
but it is of order ⇠ 2 - 3⇥. This is still smaller than the order
of magnitude difference seen between the reported fesc values
found for low- and high-redshift sources.

Another caveat for the above conclusion of an evolving
peak escape fraction is that we do not have a complete sam-
pling of lower redshift LyC sources. While LyC photons can
be directly observed at z& 1 through UV imaging surveys, the
current lower redshift LyC emitters are all obtained through
targeted, individual follow-up observations with UV spectro-
graphs. Even though the most likely LyC candidate sources
are typically followed up, it is not guaranteed that no sources
with fesc > 20% exist, and it will be important to continue to
search for these with future observations.

5.4. Linking fesc to z > 5 Observables
The opacity of the IGM prevents any direct measurement

of fesc beyond z & 4.5. So in order to study fesc in the Epoch

FIG. 6.— A compilation of absolute fesc measurements for star-forming
sources reported in the literature. The red points include direct detections
from galaxies at low redshift (Leitet et al. 2011; Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov
et al. 2016a,b; Leitherer et al. 2016) as well as detections or limits from z > 2
sources using different methods (Mostardi et al. 2015; Shapley et al. 2016;
Vanzella et al. 2016; Vasei et al. 2016; Matthee et al. 2016; Leethochawalit
et al. 2016). The candidate sources studied in this paper (shown in purple)
occupy the relatively unexplored z ⇠ 2 region in redshift space, and they
double the number of direct high-z fesc detections. The redshift of some
sources was slightly offset for clarity. The shaded area in the upper half
of the graph represents fesc > 10%, a necessary condition for star-forming
galaxies to drive reionization. While the population-average escape fraction
at z > 2 still has to be measured reliably, it is clear that at least some of the
few individually detected sources at high redshift satisfy this criterion. Only
one such source is currently known at z < 0.5, hinting at a possible evolution
of the maximally achievable escape fraction as a function of cosmic time.
Note, however, that the z > 2 sources were selected based on their high fesc,
and that the absolute value of the fesc measurements depend on the exact
assumptions made (see text).

of Reionization, we need to link it to quantities that may be
measured at very high redshifts. Several such indirect indi-
cators of fesc have been discussed in the literature, including:
(1) the line ratio [OIII]/[OII] which potentially traces density-
bounded HII regions (e.g., Jaskot & Oey 2013; Nakajima &
Ouchi 2014; Faisst 2016), (2) the strengths of nebular emis-
sion lines such as H� compared with the total star-formation
rate (Zackrisson et al. 2013, 2016), (3) the shape of the Ly↵
line profile (Verhamme et al. 2015, 2016), or (4) the absorp-
tion strength of low-ionization lines and Lyman series lines
which are related to the covering fraction of absorbing gas
(e.g., Heckman et al. 2011; Leethochawalit et al. 2016; Reddy
et al. 2016b). With the limited data we already have on our
candidates, we can discuss the first two indicators, which we
do in the following sections.

5.4.1. [O III]/[O II]

It has been shown that fesc can correlate with the oxygen
line ratio [O III]/ [O II], due to a higher expected [O III] flux at
a given [O II] flux in density bounded nebulae (e.g. Nakajima
& Ouchi 2014). Faisst (2016) used a compilation of eight
detections and four upper limits of fesc to show a tentative
positive correlation with [O III]/[O II]. Out of these sources,
Ion2 was the sole representative of the z > 0 universe. It is
thus interesting to test whether our sources agree with this
correlation.

Of our star-forming candidates, [O III]/[O II] is available
for GS30668 and GS14633, and they have fesc of 60+40

-38% and
62-51

+38% respectively. For an escape fraction of 0.6, the rela-

Naidu+16

Ionizing Escape Fractions 
of Individual Galaxies

Escape fraction of ionizing photons is the most uncertain parameter for reionization studies.
Recent progress: some sources at high redshift certainly have high enough fesc 

>10%: needed for 
reionization by galaxies
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High-Redshift Galaxies Resolved with HST
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Oesch et al. 2010b
PSF

see also: Ferguson+04, Bouwens+04, Ono+12, Holwerda+14, Curtis-Lake+14

The sizes of z ! 6" 8 lensed galaxies from the HFF 7

Figure 2. Size–luminosity relation for z ! 6" 7 (top) and z ! 8
(bottom) galaxies. The red and gray points represent our galaxies
and Ono et al. (2013)’s, respectively. The blue points with bars
indicate the average size and the scatter in the given luminosity
bin for the merged sample of this study and Ono et al. (2013). The
dashed lines indicate the 50% completeness lines for our samples
in the cluster field.
of Oesch et al. (2010), the brightest and fourth bright-
est galaxies have multiple cores among the 16 z ! 6 " 7
galaxies. In our sample, three of the four brightest galax-
ies (MUV # "20.5) at z ! 8 have multiple cores. On the
other hand, we find that the sizes of galaxies with mul-
tiple cores are distributed widely from 0.2 kpc to 1 kpc.

3.2. Redshift evolution of size

Figure 4 shows the average half-light radius as a func-
tion of UV luminosity for 2.5 # z ! 9 " 10 LBGs
and for z ! 0 spirals and z ! 0.5 irregulars for com-
parison. Galaxies from our merged sample are plot-
ted as orange (z ! 6 " 7) and red (z ! 8) filled cir-
cles. Huang et al. (2013), Jiang et al. (2013), Ono et al.
(2013), and Holwerda et al. (2014) have used GALFIT
to measure sizes and luminosities, while Bouwens et al.
(2004) have used half-light radii based on Kron-style
magnitudes, and Oesch et al. (2010) and Grazian et al.
(2012) based on SExtractor.
From this figure, we find that the average size around

MUV = "20.5 gradually becomes smaller with redshift
from z ! 2.5 to z ! 7 but the evolution from z ! 7
to z ! 9 " 10 is not significant. The slopes of the size–

Figure 3. Size–luminosity relation for the merged sample of z !
6"8. Galaxies are color-coded by the UV power-law index, !. The
solid lines correspond to constant star formation surface densities of
!SFR/(M!yr"1kpc"2) = 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 50. Galaxies with multiple
cores are marked by a large, open square.

Figure 4. Size–luminosity relations for 2.5 # z ! 9 " 10 LBGs,
overplotted with those for local spiral galaxies and z ! 0.5 irregular
galaxies. Our samples combined with Ono et al. (2013)’s are shown
by orange (z ! 6"7) and red (z ! 8) filled circles. The purple, blue,
green, and yellow open squares are for z ! 2.5, z ! 3.8, z ! 4.9,
and z ! 6 LBGs by Bouwens et al. (2004); the blue, green, and
yellow open inverse triangles for z ! 4, z ! 5, and z ! 6 LBGs
by Oesch et al. (2010); the orange triangles for z ! 7 LBGs by
Grazian et al. (2012); and the brown open hexagons for z ! 9" 10
LBGs by Holwerda et al. (2014). The blue and green lines show
the average relations for LBGs at z ! 4 and z ! 5 by Huang et al.
(2013), and the yellow dashed line the average relation for Ly"
emitters and LBGs at z ! 5.7 " 6.5 by Jiang et al. (2013). The
black dots represent the average relation for local spiral galaxies
by de Jong & Lacey (2000) and the black dotted line is for z ! 0.5
irregular galaxies by Roche et al. (1996). The error bars in re are
the 1# standard deviations while those in MUV correspond to the
bin widths.

luminosity relation for z ! 6 " 8 galaxies seem to be
steeper than those for z ! 4 " 5 galaxies, although the
statistical uncertainty is still large. This may indicate
that fainter, or less massive, galaxies grow in size more
rapidly over z ! 4"8. It is worth noting that among the
two local (z ! 0.5) galaxy populations, irregular galaxies
have a steep slope similarly to that of z ! 6" 8 galaxies.
Plotted in Figure 5 is the average half-light radius of

Kawamata+15

z~4

z~6-8

Sizes of LBGs in first 2 Gyr of cosmic time 
evolve as:   r1/2 ~ (1+z)-1
Consistent with constant L at fixed halo mass.
Evidence for extremely small sizes of faint 
galaxies at z~6-8 (e.g. Bouwens+16, Kawamata+15)
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Galaxy clustering at z ⇠ 7.2 7
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Fig. 2.— The bias evolution as a function of redshift from 3.8 < z < 7.2 for our total (black circles), bright (blue diamonds, o↵set by
+0.1 in z) and faint (red diamonds, o↵set by �0.1 in z) samples plotted against the dark-matter halo bias from the Sheth & Tormen (1999)
mass function.

Fig. 3.— Bias determination in individuals fields for the full (left), bright (center), and faint (right) samples shown as blue points with
error-bars (slightly shifted in redshift for clarity), and compared to the combined maximum likelihood fit (red points).

Barone-Nugent+14

see also: Lee+12, Overzier+11

22 Harikane et al.

Figure 15. Comparison with Behroozi et al. (2013a) and Moster et al. (2013). Left panel: comparison of the dark matter halo mass as
a function of stellar mass. The blue, green, orange, and red dashed curves are the results of Behroozi et al. (2013a). These results are
re-computed by P. Behroozi with the cosmological parameters and halo mass definition same as ours. The cyan dot-dashed curve is the
result of Moster et al. (2013). The blue, green, orange, and red circles represent the dark matter halo mass of our Hubble subsamples at
z ⇠ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The open green circle denotes the dark matter halo mass of our subsample constructed from the HSC data.
Right panel: comparison of the SHMR. Same as the left panel but the horizontal and vertical axes are the dark matter halo mass and the
SHMR.

Figure 16. Comparison with Finkelstein et al. (2015), Trac et al.
(2015) and Mason et al. (2015). The blue, green, orange, and
red dashed curves are the results of Finkelstein et al. (2015) at
z ⇠ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The orange dot-dashed and the
solid curve shows the z ⇠ 6 results of Trac et al. (2015) and Mason
et al. (2015), respectively. The blue green, orange, and red circles
represent the dark matter halo masses of our subsamples at z ⇠ 4,
5, 6, and 7, respectively.

In Figure 15, we find that the abundance matching re-
sults of Behroozi et al. (2013a) agree with our clustering
results at z ⇠ 5� 7 very well within 1� errors. At z ⇠ 4,
the stellar mass range of Behroozi et al. (2013a) does not
cover the one of ours, and secure comparisons cannot be

Figure 17. Comparison with Mashian et al. (2015). The blue,
green, orange, and red dashed curves are the results of Mashian
et al. (2015) at z ⇠ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The blue, green,
orange, and red circles represent the dark matter halo masses of
our subsamples at z ⇠ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

made.
Figure 16 indicates that the abundance matching

results in Finkelstein et al. (2015) are consistent with
our clustering results within 1� errors at z ⇠ 5 � 7,
although all of the data of Finkelstein et al. (2015)
appear to fall below our clustering results. At z ⇠ 4,
the M

h

values of Finkelstein et al. (2015) are lower

Harikane+16

Fundamental quantity to measure: 
stellar-mass to halo-mass relation

First estimates based on MUV selected 
samples through clustering
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fλ~λβ 
β=UV continuum slope

See also:  Wilkins+11, Dunlop+12/13, Castellano+11, Bouwens+09/10, Finkelstein+10/12, Rogers+13/14

66 MEURER, HECKMAN, & CALZETTI

FIG. 1.ÈRatio of FIR to UV Ñux at 1600 compared to UV spectralA!
slope b for UV-selected starburst galaxies. The right axis converts the Ñux
ratio to 1600 absorption using eq. (11). The solid line shows ourA! A1600adopted linear !t to the relationship. The dotted line shows theA1600-b
proposed dust-absorption/population model of Pettini et al. (1998).

by the absorbed UV radiation, the y-axis is a measurement
of dust absorption. This !gure then shows that dust absorp-
tion is correlated with UV reddening. Such a relationship is
expected for dust predominantly located in a foreground
screen (Witt et al. 1992 ; Paper I), although this screen need
not be homogeneous (Calzetti et al. 1994 ; Calzetti 1997).
Because this correlation links to UV quantities, then,FFIRregardless of the exact dust geometry, this !gure provides a
powerful empirical tool for recovering the radiation repro-
cessed by dust and thus determining the total absorption-
corrected UV Ñux of starbursts, using UV quantities alone.

In the next subsection we de!ne our local calibrating
samples and the quantities we use. In order to apply this
tool and interpret the results we perform three calibrations.
(1) is calibrated in terms of absorption at 1600FFIR/F1600 A! ,
and this is !tted as a function of b. (2) The spectroscopic
index b is calibrated in terms of broadband colors (with a z
correction), since photometric colors are easier to measure
than spectroscopic ones. (3) The relationship between lumi-
nosity measured at 1600 is related to SFR. These cali-A!
brations are detailed in the !nal three subsections.

3.1. Sample and De!nitions
The local sample used to derive the various calibrations

in this paper is listed in Table 1. It includes the sources
shown in Figure 1 ; it is drawn from the International Ultra-
violet Explorer (IUE) atlas of Kinney et al. (1993) and con-
tains galaxies having ““ activity classes ÏÏ consistent with
being starbursts, i.e., starburst nucleus (SB nuc.), starburst
ring (SB ring), blue compact dwarf galaxy (BCDG), or blue
compact galaxy (BCG ). Although the UV sources in these
galaxies tend to be centrally concentrated, we !nd that gal-
axies with optical diameters is measured atD25 [ 4@ (D25B \ 25 mag arcsec~2) tend to fall above the relationship
shown in Figure 1. This is probably because signi!cant UV
emission extends beyond the 20@@ ] 10@@ IUE aperture.

Hence these large galaxies were excluded from the sample.2
Further limiting the sample to galaxies having D25 \ 2@.5
removes a few more outliers, but not just galaxies above the
relationship. Furthermore, it also severely depletes the
points with b [ [0.5. Applying !ts to data limited in this
way changes our !nal results by \10%;o1600(z \ 2.75)
hence, we retain as the diameter limit for the localD25 \ 4@
sample. The lack of systematic residuals for galaxies up to
12 times larger than the IUE aperture indicates that the UV
emission of these galaxies is very compact, e.g., in a circum-
nuclear starburst.

The IUE spectra in the Kinney et al. atlas were measured
to determine the UV quantities required for Figure 1. The
ultraviolet Ñux at 1600 is a generalized Ñux of theA! , F1600,
form and is the Ñux density per wavelengthFj \ jfj, fjinterval. It was measured with the IRAF/STSDAS3
package SYNPHOT employing a square passband with a
central wavelength of 1600 and width of 350 This !lterA! A! .
is meant to approximate the rest-frame parameters of the
standard WFPC2 !lters F606W and F814W for objects
with redshifts z \ 2.75 and 4, respectively (i.e., U- and
B-band dropouts). The ultraviolet spectral slope b is deter-
mined from a power-law !t of the form

fj P jb (1)

to the UV continuum spectrum as de!ned by the 10 (rest
wavelength) continuum bands listed by Calzetti et al. (1994).
These spectral !ts were performed after !rst removing
Galactic extinction using the law of Seaton (1979) and
taking Galactic extinction values fromA

B
\ 4.1E(B[V )

Burstein & Heiles (1982, 1984) as listed by NED.4 Since the
continuum spectrum is never exactly a pure power law, b is
subject to systematic uncertainties due to the placement of
the continuum windows. Eighteen of the data points in
Figure 1 represent galaxies observed with one of IUEÏs
short-wavelength (SW) cameras (j B 1100È1975 onlyA! )
and not with either of the long-wavelength (LW) cameras
(j B 1975È3000 hence, they do not have data in the 10thA! ) ;
window of Calzetti et al. (1994) (j \ 2400È2580 Their bA! ).
values were determined from the SW-only measurements
using the following relationship :

Sb [ bSWT \ [0.16 ^ 0.04 . (2)

This was determined from measuring b of 16 high signal-to-
noise ratio IUE spectra with no noticeable SW/LW break,
both with and without the 10th window. The uncertainty is
the standard error on the mean.

The only non-UV quantity in Figure 1 is the far-infrared
Ñux which is derived from Infrared Astronomical Satel-FFIR,
lite (IRAS) 60 and 100 km Ñux densities listed by NED and

2 The other galaxies that were excluded are NGC 1569 because of
excessive foreground Galactic extinction ; NGC 3690 because the IUE
pointing is likely to be wrong (Paper I) ; the BCDGs Mrk 209, Mrk 220,
and Mrk 499 because they have neither IRAS Ñuxes nor upper limits ; and
!nally !ve galaxies with low S/N IUE spectra in the Kinney et al. atlas :
NGC 4853, IC 2184, Mrk 309, Mrk 789, and UGC 6448.

3 The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility software package is dis-
tributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are
operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
STSDAS is the Space Telescope Science Data Analysis Software package
for IRAF, distributed by STScI.

4 The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under con-
tract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Meurer+99

UV continuum slopes have so far been used for 
dust corrections at z>3 based on local relations!
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see also e.g. Bouwens+07; Oesch+10d; Bouwens+11,15;  Bunker+10, McLure+11,13, Finkelstein+12,14, Schenker+13, ...

Remarkably smooth build-up of cosmic SFRD at z~8 to z~2-3
Below z~4, dust-obscured SFR dominates
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Figure 2 | The deficit of infrared emission in our sample is evident in the UV 
slope (IRX-β) relation when compared with models.  Detections are indicated in 
red, upper limits in orange, and the mean IRX ratio obtained by combining 
undetected sources is shown in blue.  Error bars are 1σ and include standard 
measurement error and systematic uncertainty added in quadrature. The 
Meurer28 relation, consistent with typical galaxies at z<3, is shown as a black 
solid line, while a model for lower-metallicity SMC like dust model19 is shown as a 
dashed line.   
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Fig. 11.— Stacked 1.2mm-continuum images (9”!9”) for z = 2-3 and z = 4-10 galaxies falling in di!erent bins of UV -continuum slope
!. All sources that are individually detected at " 4" are not included in the presented stack results. Only the most massive (> 109.75 M!)
sources are included in our z = 2-3 stacks, while our z = 4-10 stacks include sources over the full mass range (due to the small number of
sources with > 109.75 M!). In the stacks, sources are weighted according to the expected 1.2mm-continuum flux (assuming LIR # LUV )
and according to the inverse square of the noise. The 3 individually-detected sources (at >4") are not included in the presented stack
results.

Fig. 12.— Stacked constrants on the infrared excess in z = 4-
10 galaxies versus !. Similar to Figure 10 but for galaxies in the
redshift range z = 4-10. We only present results for the lower-
mass subsample, as we find only 2 > 109.75 M! galaxies over the
1 arcmin2 ASPECS region and those 2 sources are not detected.
Our stack results (indicated by the larger downward-pointing ar-
rows which express the 2" upper limits) strongly suggest that the
infrared excess for the typical lower-mass < 109.75 M! galaxy is
low, even below that expected for an SMC dust law. The very
large downward pointing arrow is as in Figure 10, but for z = 4-
10 galaxies. The light-green-shaded region gives our derived con-
straints (95% confidence intervals) on the IRX-! relationship for
z = 4-10 galaxies with all but the highest stellar masses (< 109.75

M!). The dotted green line indicates the upper bound on this
region, if the dust temperature is much higher at z = 4-10 than at
z $ 1.5 (i.e., 44-50 K as suggested by the results of Bethermin et
al. 2015).

M!, 108.75-109.25 M!, and <108.75 M!. For these
stacks, we weight sources according to the square of the
expected signal in the 1.2mm-continuum observations
(assuming LIR " LUV ) and the inverse square of the
noise [in µJy], i.e., (LUV /!(f1.2mm))2.27

27 This weighting factor is just equal to the inverse square of
the expected noise in a measurement of the infrared excess (noting
that LIR # f1.2mm and that the fractional uncertainty in LUV
is negligible relative to that in LIR for all sources considered in
this study). We remark that photometric redshift errors should

The implied constraints on IRX as a function of stellar
mass are presented in Figure 8, Table 5, and Table 12
from Appendix D for both our z = 2-3 and z = 4-10
samples. Significantly enough, the only mass bin where
we find a detection is for >109.75 M! galaxies at z = 2-3.
This is not surprising since 6 of the 11 sources that com-
pose this mass bin show tentative individual detections
(!2!) in our ALMA observations. All the other masss
bins are consistent with the infrared excess showing an
approximate 2! upper limit of IRX#0.4 for <109.75 M!

galaxies.
Making use of the collective constraints across our z #

2-10 sample, we find an approximate 2! upper limit on
the infrared excess of 0.4 for lower-mass (< 109.75 M!)
galaxies. This suggests that dust emission from faint
UV-selected sources is typically small.
In our stacking experiments, we also compute a con-

straint on the flux at 1.2mm relative to the flux in the
UV -continuum. For these results, sources are weighted
according to the square of their UV -continuum fluxes
and inversely according to the noise in the ALMA 1.2mm
observations. Making use of all sources in our z # 2-3
and z # 4-10, < 109.75 M! samples, we find a 2! upper
limit of 20 and 44, respectively, on the ratio of fluxes at
1.2mm and in the UV -continuum.
The impact of this result is illustrated in Figure 9,

by comparing current constraints against several possible
SED templates at z # 2-3 and z # 4-10. The result
provides information on the overall shape of the spectral
energy distribution that is independent of the assumed
SED template.

3.3.2. IRX versus !

Next we subdivide our z = 2-10 samples in terms of
their UV -continuum slopes. Given evidence that the in-
frared excess depends significantly on " at z # 0 (M99)
and also at z # 2 (Reddy et al. 2006, 2010; Daddi et
al. 2007; Pannella et al. 2009), we want to quantify this
dependence in our own sample. We split our results by
stellar mass (i.e., < 109.75 M! and > 109.75 M!) moti-
vated by the results of the previous section.
We examine the IRX-" relation for z = 2-3 sources

with > 109.75 M! in Figure 10, Table 5, and Table 13
from Appendix D using three di!erent bins in ". The
only source from the present ASPECS sample that shows

also have an impact on the uncertainties in LIR/LUV and hence
impact the weighting, but such uncertainties are small, given our
stacks do not generally yield detections.
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Fig. 12.— Stacked constrants on the infrared excess in z = 4-
10 galaxies versus !. Similar to Figure 10 but for galaxies in the
redshift range z = 4-10. We only present results for the lower-
mass subsample, as we find only 2 > 109.75 M! galaxies over the
1 arcmin2 ASPECS region and those 2 sources are not detected.
Our stack results (indicated by the larger downward-pointing ar-
rows which express the 2" upper limits) strongly suggest that the
infrared excess for the typical lower-mass < 109.75 M! galaxy is
low, even below that expected for an SMC dust law. The very
large downward pointing arrow is as in Figure 10, but for z = 4-
10 galaxies. The light-green-shaded region gives our derived con-
straints (95% confidence intervals) on the IRX-! relationship for
z = 4-10 galaxies with all but the highest stellar masses (< 109.75

M!). The dotted green line indicates the upper bound on this
region, if the dust temperature is much higher at z = 4-10 than at
z $ 1.5 (i.e., 44-50 K as suggested by the results of Bethermin et
al. 2015).

M!, 108.75-109.25 M!, and <108.75 M!. For these
stacks, we weight sources according to the square of the
expected signal in the 1.2mm-continuum observations
(assuming LIR " LUV ) and the inverse square of the
noise [in µJy], i.e., (LUV /!(f1.2mm))2.27

27 This weighting factor is just equal to the inverse square of
the expected noise in a measurement of the infrared excess (noting
that LIR # f1.2mm and that the fractional uncertainty in LUV
is negligible relative to that in LIR for all sources considered in
this study). We remark that photometric redshift errors should

The implied constraints on IRX as a function of stellar
mass are presented in Figure 8, Table 5, and Table 12
from Appendix D for both our z = 2-3 and z = 4-10
samples. Significantly enough, the only mass bin where
we find a detection is for >109.75 M! galaxies at z = 2-3.
This is not surprising since 6 of the 11 sources that com-
pose this mass bin show tentative individual detections
(!2!) in our ALMA observations. All the other masss
bins are consistent with the infrared excess showing an
approximate 2! upper limit of IRX#0.4 for <109.75 M!

galaxies.
Making use of the collective constraints across our z #

2-10 sample, we find an approximate 2! upper limit on
the infrared excess of 0.4 for lower-mass (< 109.75 M!)
galaxies. This suggests that dust emission from faint
UV-selected sources is typically small.
In our stacking experiments, we also compute a con-

straint on the flux at 1.2mm relative to the flux in the
UV -continuum. For these results, sources are weighted
according to the square of their UV -continuum fluxes
and inversely according to the noise in the ALMA 1.2mm
observations. Making use of all sources in our z # 2-3
and z # 4-10, < 109.75 M! samples, we find a 2! upper
limit of 20 and 44, respectively, on the ratio of fluxes at
1.2mm and in the UV -continuum.
The impact of this result is illustrated in Figure 9,

by comparing current constraints against several possible
SED templates at z # 2-3 and z # 4-10. The result
provides information on the overall shape of the spectral
energy distribution that is independent of the assumed
SED template.

3.3.2. IRX versus !

Next we subdivide our z = 2-10 samples in terms of
their UV -continuum slopes. Given evidence that the in-
frared excess depends significantly on " at z # 0 (M99)
and also at z # 2 (Reddy et al. 2006, 2010; Daddi et
al. 2007; Pannella et al. 2009), we want to quantify this
dependence in our own sample. We split our results by
stellar mass (i.e., < 109.75 M! and > 109.75 M!) moti-
vated by the results of the previous section.
We examine the IRX-" relation for z = 2-3 sources

with > 109.75 M! in Figure 10, Table 5, and Table 13
from Appendix D using three di!erent bins in ". The
only source from the present ASPECS sample that shows

also have an impact on the uncertainties in LIR/LUV and hence
impact the weighting, but such uncertainties are small, given our
stacks do not generally yield detections.

Much less emission than expected!
Less dust than we thought from UV slopes?

Bouwens+16
see also Dunlop+16
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Probing the Frontier of Galaxies
HST can detect galaxies out to z~10-12
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Sample of 4 Bright z~9-10 Galaxy Candidates

NASA and ESA STScI-PRC14-05a
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Triply Imaged z~10 Candidate in First FF Cluster
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2 Zitrin et al.

Fig. 1.— Smoothed color mosaic of A2744 (R=F160W+F140W; G=F125W+F105W+F814W; B=F606W+F435W) with the expanding
critical curves for increasing source redshifts (white: zs ' 1.3 (system 13); blue: zs ' 2; green: zs ' 3.6 (system 4, Richard et al. 2014);
red : zs ⇠ 10) based on our ltm lens model overlaid. The numbered labels indicate the multiple images from Lam et al. (2014) used as
constraints, and the red circles mark the three images (A, B, and C) of our candidate z ⇠ 10 dropout galaxy. Our models completely
exclude z ⇠ 2� 3 lower redshifts as a possible solution for this system, as the critical curves should pass midway between the two mirrored
images, e.g. A and B here, seen better in the Bottom left panel. The Bottom right panel similarly shows a zoom-in on our best identification
for the least magnified image of this system, image C.

A candidate z ⇠ 10 multiply-imaged galaxy 5

Fig. 3.— Image cutouts of the three multiple images of our z ⇠ 10 candidate, showing the vanishing flux blueward of the JF125W band.

tests we have carried out to check the fidelity of our
high-redshift candidate. First, we verify that all three
images of our candidate are also present in the publicly
distributed HFF image mosaics, which are independently
processed using the MosaicDrizzle pipeline (Koekemoer
et al. 2011).16 Second, we check the possibility that
JD1A may be an artifact of the nearby stellar di↵rac-
tion spike (see Figure 1, although we note that even by
eye JD1A is clearly o↵set from the di↵raction trail). We
select a comparably bright, isolated star elsewhere in the
F160W mosaic and use its cutout to subtract (after cen-
tering and rescaling) the star near JD1A. Because the
di↵raction spikes in the mosaic are all aligned, this pro-
cedure e↵ectively subtracts the o↵ending star and leaves
JD1A una↵ected, indicating that it is not an artifact
(note, the photometry for JD1A was performed on these
star-subtracted images). As an additional check, we also
inspect the archival WFC3/IR imaging of A2744 from
GO 13386 (P.I., Rodney), which is rotated by approx-
imately 9� relative to the HFF mosaics, and find that
both JD1A and JD1B are present (although only within
the noise level due to the shallowness of this imaging),
again suggesting these are not artifacts related to the
spikes. Finally, we verify that neither JD1A nor JD1B
are moving, foreground objects by creating custom mo-
saics from the first and second half of the individual
F160W exposures obtained as part of the HFF obser-
vations. JD1A and JD1B are both clearly detected in
both mosaics. Furthermore, subtracting the two mosaics
causes both sources to disappear, again indicating that
these are bona fide extragalactic sources.

16
http://www.stsci.edu/hst/campaigns/frontier-fields/

FF-Data

4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

We report the discovery of a z ⇠ 10 Lyman-break
galaxy multiply imaged by the massive galaxy cluster
A2744, which has been observed to an unprecedented
depth with HST as part of the HFF campaign. This
candidate adds to just several other galaxies reported to
be at z ⇠ 9 � 11 (Bouwens et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2012;
Zheng et al. 2012, 2014; Oesch et al. 2014), and there-
fore provides important insight into galaxy formation at
the earliest epochs. Despite lack of spectroscopy for such
high-redshift objects, with a variety of well-constrained
lens models we are able to geometrically confirm that
this object must lie at high redshift.
To constrain the physical properties of our candi-

date, we fix the redshift at the most probable redshift,
z
phot

= 9.8, and use iSEDfit to construct a large suite
of model SEDs. After accounting for the individual mag-
nifications of each image (see Table 1), we find that JD1
has a stellar mass of ⇠ 4⇥107 M� and is forming stars at
approximately 0.3 M� yr�1, implying a doubling time17

of ⇠ 500 Myr, comparable to the age of the Universe
at z = 9.8. Using the two brightest sources (JD1A and
JD1B), we are also able to constrain the SFR-weighted
age to < 220 Myr (95% confidence), implying a forma-
tion redshift of z

f

< 15.
To examine the intrinsic size of the galaxy we focus

on JD1A. We measure an approximate half-light radius
of ⇠ 0.100 in the image plane, corresponding to a de-
lensed half-light radius of . 0.0300 (. 0.13 kpc). This
source size is several times smaller than expected fol-
lowing recent z ⇠ 9 � 10 candidates uncovered in deep

17 The time it would take for the galaxy to double its stellar
mass, assuming a 25% gas loss factor appropriate for a ⇠ 200 Myr
stellar population (Behroozi et al. 2013).

A candidate z ⇠ 10 multiply-imaged galaxy 3

(e.g. Franx et al. 1997; Frye et al. 2002; Stark et al. 2007;
Bradley et al. 2008; Bouwens et al. 2012; Zheng et al.
2012). However, due to the small source-plane area at
high redshifts, the chances of capturing a multiply im-
aged high-redshift galaxy are small, with only a few cur-
rently known (e.g. Franx et al. 1997; Kneib et al. 2004;
Richard et al. 2011; Zitrin et al. 2012; Bradley et al. 2013;
Monna et al. 2014; Atek et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2014).
The highest-redshift candidate to date was detected to
be triply-imaged at z ⇠ 11 (Coe et al. 2012). While
the latter candidate seems secure in many aspects of its
photometric redshift including a scrutinizing comparison
with colors of possible lower-z interlopers, the lens mod-
els could not unambiguously determine its redshift. Sim-
ilarly, several other z ⇠ 9 � 11 objects are known from
deep fields (e.g. Ellis et al. 2013; Bouwens et al. 2011,
2014; Oesch et al. 2014, and references therein), with
redshifts estimated solely on basis of the photometry.
Here, we report a faint, geometrically supported can-

didate z ⇠ 10 galaxy, triply-imaged by the HFF cluster
Abell 2744 (A2744 hereafter). In §2 we summarize the
relevant observations and photometry. In §3 we present
the photometric redshifts, lens models, and results, dis-
cussed and summarized in §4. We assume a ⇤CDM cos-
mology with ⌦

M

= 0.3, ⌦
⇤

= 0.7, and H
0

= 100 h km
s�1Mpc�1 with h = 0.7.

2. HST & SPITZER OBSERVATIONS

HFF observations of A2744 (z = 0.308) were ob-
tained between 2013 Oct 25 and 2014 Jul 1 as part of
GO/DD 13495 (P.I., Lotz). These data consist of 70 or-
bits with WFC3/IR in the F105W, F125W, F140W,
and F160W near-infrared filters, and 70 orbits with
ACS/WFC in the F435W, F606W, and F814W optical
bandpasses. These observations were supplemented with
archival ACS data, ⇠ 13 � 16 ksec in each of these op-
tical filters, taken between 2009 Oct 27-30 (GO 11689,
P.I., Dupke). We also use one orbit imaging in each
of the F105W and F125W bands, and 1.5 orbits in the
F160W band, obtained in 2013 Aug and 2014 Jun-Jul
(GO 13386; P.I., Rodney).
A detailed description of our data reduction and pho-

tometry can be found in Zheng et al. (2014). Briefly,
both the WFC3/IR and ACS images are processed using
APLUS (Zheng 2012), an automated pipeline which orig-
inally grew out of the APSIS package (Blakeslee et al.
2003). We astrometrically align, resample, and combine
all the available imaging in each filter to a common 0.00065
pixel scale, and create ultra-deep detection images from
the inverse-variance weighted sum of the WFC3/IR and
ACS images, respectively. The 5� limiting magnitude in
a 0.004 diameter aperture in the final WFC3/IR images
is approximately ⇠ 29 AB, and ⇠ 30 AB in the ACS
optical mosaics.
Next, we run SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)

in dual-image mode using the WFC3/IR image stack as
the detection image. We require sources to be detected
with a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 1.5 spanning at
least four connected pixels. We measure colors using an
isophotal aperture defined in the detection image, which
balances the need between depth and photometric pre-
cision (Ferguson & McGaugh 1995). Finally, we identify
high-redshift galaxy candidates by looking for a strong
Lyman break using the color cuts given in Zheng et al.

Fig. 2.— Top: Loci of predicted positions for images A and B
using the Lam et al. (2014) model. Images A and B lie close to two
other pairs or multiply imaged galaxies at lower redshifts, systems
4 and 13, which also bracket the tangential critical curve (Fig. 1).
The blue track corresponds to the predicted image position of B
using the observed location of image A, and the green track is the
opposite case. The predictions are shown over a wide redshift range
2 < z < 12. High redshift is clearly preferred, explicitly z > 6, but
notice the predicted positions converge at high redshift because of
the saturation of the lensing-distance relation (so that a range of
high-redshift solutions is allowed). Low redshifts, however, are very
clearly excluded. Bottom: similar prediction pattern for image C
again showing the high-z preference.

(2014), supplemented by careful visual inspection. For
sources of interest lying near cluster members, such as
JD1B and JD1C here (see below), we first run the task
GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010) to remove the nearby mem-
bers, before running SExtractor. Similarly, for JD1A,
a nearby star was removed prior to the photometry (see
§3).
In addition to the HST observations, we also uti-

lize Spitzer/IRAC imaging of A2744 obtained as part
of Program 90257 (P.I., Soifer) between 2013 Sep and
2014 Feb, supplemented with archival imaging from 2004
(Program 84; P.I., Rieke). We process the IRAC Basic
Calibrated Data (cBCD) images using standard meth-
ods implemented in MOPEX (Makovoz & Khan 2005), and
create a final mosaic in each channel with a pixel scale
of 0.006. The total exposure time of the final mosaics is
⇠ 340 ksec, achieving a 1� limiting magnitude of 27.3 in
channel 1 (IRAC1, 3.6µm) and 27.1 in channel 2 (IRAC2,
4.5µm). More details on the IRAC photometry will be
given in Huang et al. (in preparation).

3. DISCOVERY OF THE z ⇠ 10 CANDIDATE

We initially identified our high-redshift galaxy candi-
date as a J-band dropout near the center of A2744 (here-
after JD1A). A preliminary estimate of JD1A’s photo-

z=10
z=6

z=4

z=4
z=6

z=10

z=2

z=2

Zitrin+14 (see also Oesch et al. 2015)

H = 29.9 mag (de-magnified)
zphot = 9.8+-0.4
magnification: 10-11x

A2744

strong geometric support of 
high redshift solution of photo-z
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Full analysis of first 4 HFFs confirms: SFRD evolves very rapidly beyond z~8
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It lies a factor ~12x below the z~8 UV LF measurement at all luminosities
Including HFF galaxy candidates, now have a quite good estimate of the UV LF at z~10.

Oesch+17, in prep.

Confirms fast evolution from z~8 to z~10.
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The Galaxy Stellar Mass Function at z = 4–8 17

ours.
Turning to the low-mass end, while our survey volume

is smaller than those of the ground-based surveys of Il-
bert et al. (2013) and Muzzin et al. (2013), the deep data
set in this study enables us to reach lower in mass than
these surveys can (log(M⇤/M�) & 10), allowing more ro-
bust constraints on the low-mass-end slope. Starting at
z = 4, our results at the low-mass end are consistent with
most previous rest-frame UV selected studies (González
et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012; Duncan et al. 2014; Grazian
et al. 2015) with the exception of Duncan et al. (2014).
Because Grazian et al. (2015) restrict their analy-

sis to higher masses, the only points for comparison
at log(M⇤/M�) . 9 are those from González et al.
(2011) and Duncan et al. (2014). Interestingly, the
largest disagreement at the low-mass end is found at
the lowest-redshift of z = 4, where Duncan et al. (2014)
find significantly higher number densities (⇠0.5 dex at
log(M⇤/M�) ⇠ 9) and a steeper low-mass-end slope
(↵ ⇠ �1.9) with respect to the others. This may re-
sult from di↵erences in the measured M⇤–MUV

relation
as well as in the faint-end slope of the UV luminosity
function between our study and that of Duncan et al.
(2014). At z = 4, Duncan et al. (2014) found a shal-
lower M⇤–MUV

slope than what we find here. One di↵er-
ence in methods is that rather than using our hybrid ap-
proach of using individual high-mass galaxies and stacks
of lower-mass galaxies, Duncan et al. (2014) fit their
M⇤–MUV

distribution over a wide stellar mass range
down to log(M⇤/M�) ⇠ 8. As shown in their simula-
tions (see their Fig. 5), stellar masses for galaxies with
log(M⇤/M�) < 9 are biased towards higher masses (a
similar result to what we find here), leading to their
derivation of a shallower M⇤–MUV

slope. A shallower
slope of the M⇤–MUV

relation translates into a steeper
low-mass-end slope and a higher normalization of the
GSMF: for a given number density of galaxies in bins of
UV luminosity (�L), the number density of galaxies in
bins of stellar mass (�M ) is given by �M / �L(dL/dM),
and is thus higher for a shallower M⇤–MUV

slope. We do
note, however, that Duncan et al. (2014) did not use this
M⇤–MUV

relation to measure their GSMF; they used a
1/V

max

method. However, the biases inherent in measur-
ing masses from individual poorly-detected galaxies may
still be responsible for their steeper low-mass-end slope
at z = 4. Moreover, their faint-end slope of the UV lu-
minosity function at z ⇠ 4 is steeper (by ⇠0.2) than that
from Finkelstein et al. (2015) upon which our GSMF is
based.
Unsurprisingly, di↵erences are thus found in the evo-

lution of the low-mass-end slope with redshift. The
Schechter fit for our GSMF indicates steeper low-mass-
end slopes. While González et al. found a tentative
steepening in the low-mass-end slope with increasing red-
shift, the steepening is mild, from �1.43 at z = 4 to
�1.55 at z = 7. This is a combined e↵ect of a steeper
faint-end slope of the updated UV luminosity function
by Finkelstein et al. (2015) used in our analysis and a
shallower M⇤–MUV

relation found in this study (Section
4.2). Grazian et al. (2015) and Duncan et al. (2014) both
find a nearly constant low-mass-end slope of ↵ = �1.6
and ↵ = �1.9, respectively, and no evidence of the steep-
ening that we observe.
At lower redshifts of z < 4, the consensus is that the
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Fig. 12.— Redshift evolution of our fiducial GSMFs at z = 4–8.
For reference, the grey thick line denoting the z ⇠ 0 GSMF (Baldry
et al. 2012) is shown.

characteristic mass does not change but the normaliza-
tion evolves (e.g., Marchesini et al. 2009), although the
evolution of the low-mass-end slope remains controversial
as some find no evolution (Marchesini et al. 2009) while
others find a steepening low-mass-end slope with increas-
ing redshift (for a single Shechter function fit; Kajisawa
et al. 2009; Santini et al. 2012; Ilbert et al. 2013; Tomczak
et al. 2014). In this study, at z & 4, the observed evo-
lution of the GSMF shows a low-mass-end slope which
steepens with redshift. Additionally, our results tenta-
tively confirm a roughly constant M⇤, with a decreas-
ing �⇤ with increasing redshift, qualitatively similar to
results at lower redshift (e.g., Ilbert et al. 2013), though
we acknowledge that our relatively small volume prevents
robust constraints on M⇤.

6. STELLAR MASS DENSITY

To measure the stellar mass density at z = 4–8, we
integrated the best-fit Schechter function at each red-
shift from 8 < log(M⇤/M�) < 13, an often adopted
interval for stellar mass density estimates at high red-
shift in the literature. Table 4 lists our estimates of the
stellar mass density along with their 1� uncertainties,
calculated as the minimum and maximum stellar mass
densities allowed by the 3-dimensional 1� contour of the
Schechter parameters obtained in Section 5.2. Figure
13 presents the evolution of the stellar mass density at
z = 4–8, alongside values compiled from the literature
(converted to a Salpeter IMF when necessary). Most
data points from the literature are taken from the com-
pilation by Madau & Dickinson (2014), with the excep-
tion of González et al. (2011), which Madau & Dickinson
(2014) corrected for nebular emission. We instead show
the uncorrected (original) points together with Stark et
al. (2013), which are the González et al. values corrected
for nebular emission. We also add recently published
works of Duncan et al. (2014), and Grazian et al. (2015).
The error bars from most of the studies include only ran-
dom errors.

16 Salmon et al.

Figure 11. The SFR–stellar mass relation for the CANDELS galaxy samples. The darker-shaded regions indicate a higher number of
individual objects in bins of stellar mass and SFR. Yellow circles are medians in bins of mass and yellow error bars are their !MAD confidence
range (see Table 3). The median SFR of a wider, high-mass bin is also shown by the dashed black circle. We measure a slope of !0.6 (see
Table 5.2), with no evidence for evolution over the redshift range z !6 to 4. The purple error bars show the 68% range of errors from the
Monte Carlo simulations described in § 5.2.1.

Table 3
SFR – Stellar Mass Relation Median Values

z ! 4

log(M!/M!) 9.00 9.25 9.50 9.75 10.00 10.25 > 10.375a

log(Median SFR/M! yr"1) 0.71 0.90 1.01 1.04 1.35 1.51 1.87
!MAD

b 0.36 0.41 0.35 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.24
Monte Carlo !c 0.26 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.27 0.29 —

z ! 5

log(M!/M!) 9.00 9.25 9.50 9.75 10.00 10.25 > 10.375

log(Median SFR/M! yr"1) 0.88 1.04 1.12 1.23 1.46 1.62 1.85
!MAD 0.42 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.31 0.37 0.33
Monte Carlo ! 0.25 0.33 0.36 0.28 0.27 0.25 —

z ! 6

log(M!/M!) 9.00 9.25 9.50 9.75 10.00 > 10.125 —

log(Median SFR/M! yr"1) 0.92 1.07 1.27 1.40 1.47 1.79 —
!MAD 0.19 0.21 0.35 0.26 0.07 0.35 —
Monte Carlo ! 0.43 0.34 0.32 0.36 0.27 — —

aA larger stellar mass bin from the edge of the previous bin to log(M!/M!) = 11
bThe !MAD scatter (see § 2.2) in SFR for this stellar mass bin
cThe average range in the bootstrapped errors calculated by the Monte Carlo on stellar mass and SFR (see § 5.2.1).

our sample (Straatman et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013;
Spitler et al. in prep.).
We note that our SFR–stellar mass relation is tighter

than our M1500–stellar mass relation (Fig. 10), and we
find this is can be explained by a correlation between
stellar mass and our derived dust attenuation (there is
no correlation between derived attenuation and M1500).
For example, objects at masses of 108.5, 109.5, and
1010.5 M!have median marginalized E(B ! V ) values of
0.05±0.03, 0.13±0.07, and 0.32±0.18 respectively. This
relation accounts for the di!erences in the scatter seen
in Fig.s 10 and 11.

5.2.1. Constraints on the intrinsic scatter in the SFR–mass
relation

Before comparing against models, it is necessary to
understand how much of the scatter in the SFR–mass
relation is intrinsic to the galaxy population and how
much is a result of observational errors in SFR and stellar
mass. To a simple approximation, the measured scatter
(yellow in Fig. 11) is a combination of the intrinsic (true)
scatter and the measurement errors added in quadrature,
!measured = (!2

intrinsic + !2
errors)

1/2. The SFR–mass joint
probability density is broad, with covariance between the
SFR and stellar mass (e.g., Fig. 7). Because we calculate
the posterior probability density functions for both the

Making use of HST+Spitzer imaging over CANDELS
(and accounting for rest-frame optical emission lines):

see also: Grazian+15, Caputi+15, Duncan+14, Ilbert+13, Muzzin+13, Gonzalez+11, Lee+12

Salmon+14

estimates of the stellar MF out to z~8

“main sequence” of star-formation at z~4-6Song+16
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NASA and ESA STScI-PRC14-05a

Powerful combination of HST and Spitzer to explore most distant galaxies

Sample of 4 Bright z~9-10 Galaxy Candidates
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Stellar Mass Density Evolution to z~10
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Stellar mass density estimates at z>4 nicely match up with mass limited studies at z<4.

Oesch+14

z>4: MUV < -18z<4: logM > 8

Are witnessing the assembly of the first 0.1% of local stellar mass density.
The first two Gyr are a very active epoch of galaxy assembly.

from Marchesini+09 from Stark+12
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GN-z10-1 
H160=25.95
zphot = 10.2 ± 0.4

CANDELS/GOODS-North

IRAC detected

HST stamp

very bright z~10 sample from Oesch+14 is 
within reach of the WFC3/IR grism
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Fig. 5.— Grism Spectrum of GN-z11. The top panel shows the (negative) 2D spectrum from the stack of our cycle 22 data (12 orbits)
with the trace outlined by the dark red lines. For clarity the 2D spectrum was smoothed by a Gaussian indicated by the ellipse in the lower
right corner. The bottom panel is the un-smoothed 1D flux density using an optimal extraction rebinned to one resolution element of the
G141 grism (93 Å). The black dots show the same further binned to 560 Å, while the blue line shows the contamination level that was
subtracted from the original object spectrum. We identify a continuum break in the spectrum at � = 1.47± 0.01 µm. The continuum flux
at � > 1.47 µm is detected at ⇠ 1 � 1.5� per resolution element and at 3.8� per 560 Å bin. After excluding lower redshift solutions (see
text and Fig 4), the best-fit grism redshift is z

grism

= 11.09+0.08
�0.12. The red line reflects the Ly↵ break at this redshift, normalized to the

measured H-band flux of GN-z11. The agreement is excellent. The fact that we only detect significant flux along the trace of our target
source, which is also consistent with the measured H-band magnitude, is strong evidence that we have indeed detected the continuum of
GN-z11 rather than any residual contamination.

tinuum break with J
125

� H
160

> 2.4 (2�), without
a spectrum, we could not exclude contamination by a
source with very extreme emission lines with line ratios
reproducing a seemingly flat continuum longward of 1.4
µm (Oesch et al. 2014).
The previous AGHAST spectra already provided

some evidence against strong emission line contam-
ination (Oesch et al. 2014), and we also obtained
Keck/MOSFIRE spectroscopy to further strengthen this
conclusion (see appendix). However, the additional 12
orbits of G141 grism data now conclusively rule out that
GN-z11 is such a lower redshift source. Assuming that all
the H-band flux came from one emission line, we would
have detected this line at > 10�. Even when assuming
a more realistic case where the emission line flux is dis-
tributed over a combination of lines (e.g., H� + [O III]),
we can confidently invalidate such a solution. The lower
left panel in Figure 4 compares the measured grism spec-
trum with that expected for the best-fit lower redshift
solution we had previously identified (Oesch et al. 2014).
A strong line emitter SED is clearly inconsistent with
the data. Apart from the emission lines, which we do
not detect, this model also predicts weak continuum flux
across the whole wavelength range. At < 1.47 µm, this is

higher than the observed mean, while at > 1.47 µm the
expected flux is too low compared to the observations.
Overall the likelihood of a z ⇠ 2 extreme emission line
SED based on our grism data is less than 10�6 and can
be ruled out.
Note that in very similar grism observations for a

source triply imaged by a CLASH foreground clus-
ter, emission line contamination could also be excluded
(Pirzkal et al. 2015). We thus have no indication cur-
rently that any of the recent z ⇠ 9�11 galaxy candidates
identified with HST is a lower redshift strong emission
line contaminant (but see, e.g., Brammer et al. 2013, for
a possible z ⇠ 12 candidate).

3.3. Excluding a Lower-Redshift Dusty or Quiescent
Galaxy

Another potential source of contamination for very
high redshift galaxy samples are dusty z ⇠ 2� 3 sources
with strong 4000 Å or Balmer breaks (Oesch et al. 2012;
Hayes et al. 2012). However, the fact that the IRAC data
for GN-z11 show that it has a very blue continuum long-
ward of 1.6 µm, together with the very red color in the
WFC3/IR photometry, already rules out such a solution
(see SED plot in Figure 4). Nevertheless, we additionally

! 12 orbits of HST grism spectra with 
WFC3/IR

! Detect UV continuum (at 5.5σ) and a 
break at λ > 1.47 µm

! Rule out potential lower redshift 
solutions (quiescent galaxy at z~2 or 
strong emission line source)

! Best-fit redshift: z=11.09+-0.10

Oesch+16 

Most distant source ever seen 
Build-up of massive galaxies well underway at 400 Myr after Big Bang

GN-z10-1 ➔ GN-z11
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GNz11 analogues in DRAGONS 3

Table 1. The properties of the GN-z11 analogues, DR-1 and DR-2, at both
z=11.1 and 5. For comparison, the observationally determined values for
GN-z11 itself are also shown (Oesch et al. 2016).

z=11.1 z=5
GN-z11 DR-1 DR-2 DR-1 DR-2

MUV �22.1 ± 0.2 -22.4 -21.2 -24.3 -23.2
log10 (M⇤/M� ) 9.0 ± 0.4 9.3 9.0 11.0 10.6
log10 (Mvir/M� ) – 11.1 10.8 12.2 11.5
SFR [ M�/yr�1] 24.0 ± 10 66.4 19.0 237.6 94.5
rhalf-light [kpc] 0.6 ± 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.9 0.4

Figure 2. The observed frame SED of DR-1 (green) and DR-2 (orange)
in units of flux density. Lyman-↵ absorption has been included, however,
no dust extinction model has been applied. Red points show the observed
GN-z11 HST photometric measurements and upper limits. Both model ana-
logue galaxies have a spectral shape in good agreement with the GN-z11
measurements. DR-1 also shares the same normalisation due to it having a
very similar UV luminosity (see Table 1).

higher redshifts may suggest (see Oesch et al. 2016, and references
therein).

Having established that galaxies as UV-luminous as GN-z11
exist in the output of DRAGONS, we selected the two brightest
UV magnitude galaxies at redshift z=11.1 for detailed study. The
properties of these objects1, hence-forth referred to as DR-1 and DR-
2, show good agreement with the best observational measurements
of GN-z11 (Oesch et al. 2016), as can be seen in Table 1. This
suggests that we can use these model galaxies as analogues with
which to investigate the potential formation, evolution and fate of
GN-z11.

As well as those properties listed in Table 1, DR-1 and 2 also
possess similar SEDs to GN-z11. In Figure 2 we plot the observed
frame SEDs of DR-1 (green) and DR-2 (orange) in terms of their flux
density between 0.2 and 6 µm. The red data points show the GN-
z11 HST photometric measurements and upper limits. Lyman-↵
absorption has been included in the model spectra and is manifested
as the sharp drop in flux at �.1.1 µm, however, no dust extinction

1 The model galaxy half-light radii are calculated from the disk scale
radius, rs, using rhalf-light=1.68rs for an axisymmetric exponential disk
profile, where rs is derived from the spin of the host dark matter subhalo
under the assumption of specific angular momentum conservation (Fall &
Efstathiou 1980; Mo et al. 1998; Mutch et al. 2015).

Figure 3. The UV magnitude vs. stellar mass distribution of M������
galaxies at z⇠11. The thick black line and shaded region indicate the median
and 95 pc confidence intervals of the distribution as a function of stellar mass.
The top (/right) panels indicate the marginalised log-probability distribution
of stellar mass (/UV magnitude) values. The red point with error bars indicate
the position of GN-z11 in this plane, whilst the grey squares show the model
analogue galaxies, DR-1 and DR-2. Both analogue galaxies (as well as GN-
z11) are rare outliers from the main distribution, but are approximately
consistent with an extrapolation of the median relation from lower masses.

model has been applied. For more details on the methodology used
to construct the model SEDs, see Liu et al. (2015). Both analogue
galaxies possess spectra and UV slopes (�) in close agreement with
the GN-z11 observations, supporting the claim that this observed
system is relatively dust free (Oesch et al. 2016). The normalisation
of DR-1 spectrum further shows excellent agreement with GN-z11
measurements due to the similar UV luminosities of these two
objects (c.f Table 1).

DR-1 and 2 are the two most massive galaxies in the simulation
at the redshift at which they were selected (z=11.1) and are hosted
by the two most massive subhaloes. They are also rare outliers
from the majority of the model galaxy population in terms of their
stellar masses, star formation rates and UV luminosities. However,
they remain broadly consistent with the mean trends displayed by
galaxies at lower luminosities / masses, suggesting that their history
is not particularly special or unique. As an example, in Figure 3 we
present the distribution of all M������ z=11.1 galaxies in the UV
magnitude vs. stellar mass plane. The positions of DR-1 and DR-2
are shown as grey squares, whilst GN-z11 is indicated by the red
point with error bars. Although these three objects lie out-with the
bulk of the main distribution, they are roughly consistent with the
median M1600–M⇤ trend extrapolated from lower masses.

4 THE ORIGIN AND FATE OF GN-Z11

The detection of such a massive and luminous galaxy at z⇠11 raises
a number of interesting questions. How do such massive systems
form so rapidly? Is their extreme brightness merely a transient fea-
ture of their evolution brought on by a merger or other significant

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2016)

Monsters in the Dark 3

Figure 3. The average predicted spectral energy distribution of
bright (Mfuv ⇡ �22) galaxies at z = 11.1 in BlueTides compared
with the observed fluxes of GN-z11. The two spectral energy dis-
tributions shown denote both the pure stellar case (fesc,LyC = 1)
and the case in which the Lyman continuum escape fraction is
e↵ectively 0. In the latter case the Lyman-↵ line has also been
damped.

that GN-z11 has little or no dust attenuation. This can be
seen in Figure 3 where we show the average intrinsic spec-
tral energy distribution of bright (Mfuv ⇡ �22) galaxies at
z = 11.1. We note, however, that the predicted intrinsic UV
continuum slope also sensitive to the choice of stellar pop-
ulation synthesis model, initial mass function, and assumed
Lyman continuum escape fraction. Alternative choices can
result in bluer intrinsic UV continuum slopes leaving open
the possibility of some dust attenuation (see Wilkins et al.
submitted).

4.2 Stellar mass, SFR and stellar ages

BlueTides makes predictions for a number of properties of
GN-z11 which have have been inferred by O16. In Figure 4
we show the stellar masses, star formation rates and stellar
ages as a function of UV luminosity for the z = 11 galaxies
in BlueTides. The black data points show the correspond-
ing values inferred for GN-z11 by O16. We can see that in
the relevant magnitude range, BlueTides predicts stellar
masses ⇠ 109M�, SFR of a few tens M�/yr and stellar ages
of a about 30�60 Myr for galaxies with mUV ⇠ �22. These
values are fully conistent with all the O16 constraints.

5 PROPERTIES: PREDICTIONS

As galaxies with the presently observed characteristics of
GN-z11 exist in BlueTides it is useful to investigate their
other properties. BlueTides has high enough spatial reso-
lution (180 pc at z = 11) to allow determination of galaxy
morphologies (see Feng et al. 2015a). The simulation also
tracks gas and stellar metallicities and includes modelling of
black holes. Here we make predictions for these aspects.

Figure 4. Stellar mass, star formation rate and stellar ages versus
UV luminosity for the galaxies at z = 11 in BlueTidesṪhe large
black data point denotes the inferred constraints on GN-z11 from
O16.

5.1 Morphologies

In Figure 5 we show the stellar surface density (for a random
orientation) for a sample of five galaxies with MUV < �22 in
the z = 11 snapshot of the BlueTidessimulation. Three of
the galaxies closely match the brightess of GN�z11 (on the
left) and two are examples of brighter galaxies. Even though
massive and bright, the galaxies show irregular, disturbed
morphologies and have typical sizes ⇠ 1 kpc. Note that in
Feng et al. 2015a we found from a visual and kinematic
analysis that the most massive galaxies at z = 8 are nearly
all classified as disks. We can see here that this does not
appear to be the case as early as z = 11.

5.2 Metallicity

In Figure 6 we show predictions for both the star forming
gas and stellar metallicity of galaxies at z = 11 in Blue-
Tides. Galaxies in the simulation follow a strong luminos-
ity - metallicity relationship. For bright galaxies such as
GB�z11 we predict mean stellar metallicities 0.001� 0.002
(approximately 5� 10%Z�) with star forming gas metallic-
ities around a factor of 2 higher.

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2015)

Mutch+16

Waters+16

The derived physical properties (SFR, mass, and age) of GN-z11 are in very 
good agreement with expectations from large-volume simulations

GNz11

GNz11
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Does GN-z11 tell us something fundamentally 
new about early galaxy formation?

! Detection of GN-z11 in existing 
data is quite unexpected, given 
current models

! Expected to require 10-100x 
larger areas to find one such 
bright z~11 galaxy as GN-z11

! Difficult to draw conclusions 
based on one source. Need 
larger survey!

z=11
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Figure 1. Top left panel: threshold stellar masses for a cumulative number density of F = 10�6 Mpc�3. If a survey found that galaxies with stellar masses
larger than the black line had a cumulative number density higher than 10�6 Mpc�3, it would rule out LCDM. Similarly, if galaxies with stellar masses above
the red line were observed to have a cumulative number density above 10�6 Mpc�3, it would likely require rethinking the physics of stellar feedback in
galaxies. Top right panel: same, for a cumulative number density threshold of F = 10�8 Mpc�3. Bottom left panel: same, for the entire observable Universe
(i.e., all sky survey with Dz = ±0.5). Bottom right panel: Cumulative number density thresholds as a function of stellar mass and redshift; observed galaxy
cumulative number densities exceeding these thresholds would require unusual baryonic physics to explain.

the highest possible host galaxy mass (via M? < 0.3 fbMh). Hence,
given the number density of black holes of a given mass, we can de-
rive a lower limit for their M•/M? ratios without requiring difficult
observations of the host galaxy.

Throughout, we assume a flat, LCDM cosmology with WM =
0.309, Wb = 0.0486, s8 = 0.816, h = 0.678, ns = 0.967, corre-
sponding to the best-fit Planck cosmology (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2015). For halo masses, we use the virial overdensity defini-
tion of Bryan & Norman (1998).

2 METHODOLOGY

We adopt cumulative halo mass functions (Fh) from Behroozi et al.
(2013) and define two maximum cumulative galaxy mass functions,
both functions of redshift:

F?,LCDM(M?,z) ⌘ Fh(M?/ fb,z) (1)
F?,feedback(M?,z) ⌘ Fh(M?/(0.3 fb),z) (2)

If the observed cumulative number density of galaxies (F?,obs)
exceeds F?,LCDM, it rules out our adopted LCDM model (pro-
vided that the observations are correct). Likewise, if F?,obs exceeds
F?,feedback, it could imply either that our understanding of stellar
feedback is incorrect or that our adopted LCDM model is incor-
rect. As our understanding of stellar feedback is much less certain,

we assume that F?,obs exceeding F?,feedback but not F?,LCDM most
likely implies a deficit in our knowledge of stellar feedback.

Similarly, we define two cumulative supermassive black hole
(SMBH) mass functions:

F•,max(M•,z) ⌘ Fh(M•/(0.02 ·0.3 fb),z) (3)
F•,median(M•,z) ⌘ Fh(M•/(0.005 ·0.3 fb),z) (4)

If F•,obs exceeds F•,max, the observed black holes must have
M•/M? ratios of >2% (assuming that galaxies do not exhibit new
physics), potentially implying that unusual accretion physics grows
the SMBH quickly relative to its host galaxy (Volonteri et al. 2015)
or that massive seeds had high initial M•/M? ratios (Bromm &
Loeb 2003; Banik et al. 2016). If F•,obs exceeds F•,median, then
the SMBHs have M•/M? ratios above the z = 0 median relation.
Our choice of the highest z = 0 median relation makes the latter
statement as conservative as possible—i.e., if M•/M? is higher than
Kormendy & Ho (2013), then it will also be higher than all other
determinations (e.g., Häring & Rix 2004; McConnell & Ma 2013).

3 RESULTS

Similar to CANDELS (Koekemoer et al. 2011; Grogin et al. 2011)
with Hubble, a future JWST survey may probe galaxy cumula-
tive number densities down to nJ ⇠ 10�6 Mpc�3. WFIRST has

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (2016)

Would need more baryons 
than available in DM haloes

Would need higher star-
formation efficiencies than 
found at lower redshift

Behroozi & Silk 16

Massive galaxies found in current surveys at high redshift 
are still compatible with “standard” picture of galaxy formation.

GNz11
MF
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Fig. 5.— Grism Spectrum of GN-z11. The top panel shows the (negative) 2D spectrum from the stack of our cycle 22 data (12 orbits)

with the trace outlined by the dark red lines. For clarity the 2D spectrum was smoothed by a Gaussian indicated by the ellipse in the lower
right corner. The bottom panel is the un-smoothed 1D flux density using an optimal extraction rebinned to one resolution element of the
G141 grism (93 Å). The black dots show the same further binned to 560 Å, while the blue line shows the contamination level that was
subtracted from the original object spectrum. We identify a continuum break in the spectrum at � = 1.47± 0.01 µm. The continuum flux
at � > 1.47 µm is detected at ⇠ 1 � 1.5� per resolution element and at 3.8� per 560 Å bin. After excluding lower redshift solutions (see
text and Fig 4), the best-fit grism redshift is z

grism

= 11.09+0.08
�0.12. The red line reflects the Ly↵ break at this redshift, normalized to the

measured H-band flux of GN-z11. The agreement is excellent. The fact that we only detect significant flux along the trace of our target
source, which is also consistent with the measured H-band magnitude, is strong evidence that we have indeed detected the continuum of
GN-z11 rather than any residual contamination.

tinuum break with J
125

� H
160

> 2.4 (2�), without
a spectrum, we could not exclude contamination by a
source with very extreme emission lines with line ratios
reproducing a seemingly flat continuum longward of 1.4
µm (Oesch et al. 2014).
The previous AGHAST spectra already provided

some evidence against strong emission line contam-
ination (Oesch et al. 2014), and we also obtained
Keck/MOSFIRE spectroscopy to further strengthen this
conclusion (see appendix). However, the additional 12
orbits of G141 grism data now conclusively rule out that
GN-z11 is such a lower redshift source. Assuming that all
the H-band flux came from one emission line, we would
have detected this line at > 10�. Even when assuming
a more realistic case where the emission line flux is dis-
tributed over a combination of lines (e.g., H� + [O III]),
we can confidently invalidate such a solution. The lower
left panel in Figure 4 compares the measured grism spec-
trum with that expected for the best-fit lower redshift
solution we had previously identified (Oesch et al. 2014).
A strong line emitter SED is clearly inconsistent with
the data. Apart from the emission lines, which we do
not detect, this model also predicts weak continuum flux
across the whole wavelength range. At < 1.47 µm, this is

higher than the observed mean, while at > 1.47 µm the
expected flux is too low compared to the observations.
Overall the likelihood of a z ⇠ 2 extreme emission line
SED based on our grism data is less than 10�6 and can
be ruled out.
Note that in very similar grism observations for a

source triply imaged by a CLASH foreground clus-
ter, emission line contamination could also be excluded
(Pirzkal et al. 2015). We thus have no indication cur-
rently that any of the recent z ⇠ 9�11 galaxy candidates
identified with HST is a lower redshift strong emission
line contaminant (but see, e.g., Brammer et al. 2013, for
a possible z ⇠ 12 candidate).

3.3. Excluding a Lower-Redshift Dusty or Quiescent
Galaxy

Another potential source of contamination for very
high redshift galaxy samples are dusty z ⇠ 2� 3 sources
with strong 4000 Å or Balmer breaks (Oesch et al. 2012;
Hayes et al. 2012). However, the fact that the IRAC data
for GN-z11 show that it has a very blue continuum long-
ward of 1.6 µm, together with the very red color in the
WFC3/IR photometry, already rules out such a solution
(see SED plot in Figure 4). Nevertheless, we additionally
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TABLE 2
Summary of Measurements for GN-z11

R.A. 12 : 36 : 25.46
Dec. +62 : 14 : 31.4
Redshift z

grism

11.09+0.08
�0.12

a

UV Luminosity MUV �22.1± 0.2
Half � Light Radiusb 0.6± 0.3 kpc
logMgal/M� c 9.0± 0.4
log age/yr c 7.6± 0.4
SFR 24± 10 M� yr�1

A
UV

< 0.2 mag
UV slope � (f� / ��) �2.5± 0.2d

a Age of the Universe at z = 11.09 using our cosmol-
ogy: 402 Myr
b From Holwerda et al. (2015)
c Uncertainties are likely underestimated, since our
photometry only partially covers the rest-frame opti-
cal for GN-z11
d See also Wilkins et al. (2016)

to estimate how many such galaxies we could have ex-
pected based on (1) the currently best estimates of the
UV LF at z > 8 and (2) based on theoretical models and
simulations.
Our target was found in a search of the GOODS fields,

which amount to ⇠ 160 arcmin2. However, in a sub-
sequent search of the three remaining CANDELS fields
no similar sources were found with likely redshifts at
z & 10 (Bouwens et al. 2015a). We therefore use the
full 750 arcmin2 of the CANDELS fields with match-
ing WFC3/IR and ACS imaging for a volume estimate,
which amounts to 1.2⇥106 Mpc3 (assuming �z = 1).
Using the simple trends in the Schechter parameters of

the UV LFs measured UV at lower redshift (z ⇠ 4 � 8)
and extrapolating these to z = 11, we can get an empir-
ical estimate of the number density of very bright galax-
ies at z ⇠ 11. This amounts to 0.06 (Bouwens et al.
2015b) or 0.002 (Finkelstein et al. 2015) expected galax-
ies brighter thanM

UV

= �22.1 in our survey correspond-
ing to less than 0.3 per surveyed square degree. Simi-
larly, recent empirical models (Mashian et al. 2016; Ma-
son et al. 2015; Trac et al. 2015) predict only 0.002�0.03
galaxies as bright as GN-z11 in our survey or 0.01�0.2
per deg2. All the assumed LF parameters together with
the resulting estimates of the number of expected bright
galaxies N

exp

are listed in Table 3.
The above estimates illustrate that our discovery of

the unexpectedly luminous galaxy GN-z11 may challenge
our current understanding of galaxy build-up at z > 8.
A possible solution is that the UV LF does not follow
a Schechter function form at the very bright end as has
been suggested by some authors at z ⇠ 7 (Bowler et al.
2014), motivated by ine�cient feedback in the very early
universe. However, current evidence for this is still weak
(see discussion in Bouwens et al. 2015b). Larger area
studies will be required in the future (such as the planned
WFIRST High Latitude Survey; Spergel et al. 2015) sur-
veying several square degrees to determine the bright end
of the UV LF to resolve this puzzle.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper we present HST slitless grism spectra
for a uniquely bright z > 10 galaxy candidate, which
we previously identified in the GOODS-North field, GN-
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Fig. 7.— The redshift and UV luminosities of known high-
redshift galaxies from blank field surveys. Dark filled squares corre-
spond to spectroscopically confirmed sources, while small gray dots
are photometric redshifts (Bouwens et al. 2015b). GN-z11 clearly
stands out as one of the most luminous currently known galaxies at
all redshifts z > 6 and is by far the most distant measured galaxy
with spectroscopy (black squares; see Oesch et al. 2015b, for a full
list of references). Wider area surveys with future near-infrared
telescopes (such as WFIRST) will be required to determine how
common such luminous sources really are at z > 10.

TABLE 3
Assumed LFs for z ⇠ 10� 11 Number Density Estimates

Reference � ⇤ /10�5 M⇤ ↵ N
exp

[Mpc�3] [mag] (< �22.1)

Bouwens et al. (2015b) 1.65 -20.97 -2.38 0.06
Finkelstein et al. (2015) 0.96 -20.55 -2.90 0.002
Mashian et al. (2016) 0.25 -21.20 -2.20 0.03
Mason et al. (2015) 0.30 -21.05 -2.61 0.01
Trac et al. (2015) 5.00 -20.18 -2.22 0.002

Note. — The parameters �⇤, M⇤, and ↵ represent the three
parameters of the Schechter UV LF taken from the di↵erent papers.

z11. Our 2D data show clear flux longward of ⇠ 1.47 µm
exactly along the trace of the target galaxy and zero
flux at shorter wavelengths, thanks to our comprehensive
and accurate treatment of contamination by neighboring
galaxies. The interpretation that we indeed detect the
continuum flux from GN-z11 is supported by the mor-
phology of the spectrum, the fact that the counts fall o↵
exactly where the sensitivity of the G141 grism drops, as
well as the consistency of the observed counts with the
H-band magnitude of GN-z11 (see e.g. Fig 3).
The grism spectrum, combined with the photometric

constraints, allows us to exclude plausible low-redshift
SEDs for GN-z11 at high confidence. In particular, we
can invalidate a low redshift SED of an extreme line emit-
ter galaxy at z ⇠ 2 (see section 3 and Fig 4). Instead,
the grism spectrum is completely consistent with a very
high-redshift solution at z

grism

= 11.09+0.08

�0.12

(see Figures
3 and 5). This indicates that this galaxy lies at only
⇠ 400 Myr after the Big Bang, extending the previous
redshift record by ⇠ 150 Myr.
GN-z11 is not only the most distant spectroscopically

measured source, but is likely even more distant than
all other high-redshift candidates with photometric red-
shifts, including MACS0647-JD at z

phot

= 10.7+0.6

�0.4

(Coe

With surprising discovery of GN-z11, 
HST+Spitzer have already reached into JWST territory 

GN-z11 is by far the most 
distant known source
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TABLE 2
Summary of Measurements for GN-z11

R.A. 12 : 36 : 25.46
Dec. +62 : 14 : 31.4
Redshift z

grism

11.09+0.08
�0.12

a

UV Luminosity MUV �22.1± 0.2
Half � Light Radiusb 0.6± 0.3 kpc
logMgal/M� c 9.0± 0.4
log age/yr c 7.6± 0.4
SFR 24± 10 M� yr�1

A
UV

< 0.2 mag
UV slope � (f� / ��) �2.5± 0.2d

a Age of the Universe at z = 11.09 using our cosmol-
ogy: 402 Myr
b From Holwerda et al. (2015)
c Uncertainties are likely underestimated, since our
photometry only partially covers the rest-frame opti-
cal for GN-z11
d See also Wilkins et al. (2016)

to estimate how many such galaxies we could have ex-
pected based on (1) the currently best estimates of the
UV LF at z > 8 and (2) based on theoretical models and
simulations.
Our target was found in a search of the GOODS fields,

which amount to ⇠ 160 arcmin2. However, in a sub-
sequent search of the three remaining CANDELS fields
no similar sources were found with likely redshifts at
z & 10 (Bouwens et al. 2015a). We therefore use the
full 750 arcmin2 of the CANDELS fields with match-
ing WFC3/IR and ACS imaging for a volume estimate,
which amounts to 1.2⇥106 Mpc3 (assuming �z = 1).
Using the simple trends in the Schechter parameters of

the UV LFs measured UV at lower redshift (z ⇠ 4 � 8)
and extrapolating these to z = 11, we can get an empir-
ical estimate of the number density of very bright galax-
ies at z ⇠ 11. This amounts to 0.06 (Bouwens et al.
2015b) or 0.002 (Finkelstein et al. 2015) expected galax-
ies brighter thanM

UV

= �22.1 in our survey correspond-
ing to less than 0.3 per surveyed square degree. Simi-
larly, recent empirical models (Mashian et al. 2016; Ma-
son et al. 2015; Trac et al. 2015) predict only 0.002�0.03
galaxies as bright as GN-z11 in our survey or 0.01�0.2
per deg2. All the assumed LF parameters together with
the resulting estimates of the number of expected bright
galaxies N

exp

are listed in Table 3.
The above estimates illustrate that our discovery of

the unexpectedly luminous galaxy GN-z11 may challenge
our current understanding of galaxy build-up at z > 8.
A possible solution is that the UV LF does not follow
a Schechter function form at the very bright end as has
been suggested by some authors at z ⇠ 7 (Bowler et al.
2014), motivated by ine�cient feedback in the very early
universe. However, current evidence for this is still weak
(see discussion in Bouwens et al. 2015b). Larger area
studies will be required in the future (such as the planned
WFIRST High Latitude Survey; Spergel et al. 2015) sur-
veying several square degrees to determine the bright end
of the UV LF to resolve this puzzle.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper we present HST slitless grism spectra
for a uniquely bright z > 10 galaxy candidate, which
we previously identified in the GOODS-North field, GN-
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Fig. 7.— The redshift and UV luminosities of known high-
redshift galaxies from blank field surveys. Dark filled squares corre-
spond to spectroscopically confirmed sources, while small gray dots
are photometric redshifts (Bouwens et al. 2015b). GN-z11 clearly
stands out as one of the most luminous currently known galaxies at
all redshifts z > 6 and is by far the most distant measured galaxy
with spectroscopy (black squares; see Oesch et al. 2015b, for a full
list of references). Wider area surveys with future near-infrared
telescopes (such as WFIRST) will be required to determine how
common such luminous sources really are at z > 10.

TABLE 3
Assumed LFs for z ⇠ 10� 11 Number Density Estimates

Reference � ⇤ /10�5 M⇤ ↵ N
exp

[Mpc�3] [mag] (< �22.1)

Bouwens et al. (2015b) 1.65 -20.97 -2.38 0.06
Finkelstein et al. (2015) 0.96 -20.55 -2.90 0.002
Mashian et al. (2016) 0.25 -21.20 -2.20 0.03
Mason et al. (2015) 0.30 -21.05 -2.61 0.01
Trac et al. (2015) 5.00 -20.18 -2.22 0.002

Note. — The parameters �⇤, M⇤, and ↵ represent the three
parameters of the Schechter UV LF taken from the di↵erent papers.

z11. Our 2D data show clear flux longward of ⇠ 1.47 µm
exactly along the trace of the target galaxy and zero
flux at shorter wavelengths, thanks to our comprehensive
and accurate treatment of contamination by neighboring
galaxies. The interpretation that we indeed detect the
continuum flux from GN-z11 is supported by the mor-
phology of the spectrum, the fact that the counts fall o↵
exactly where the sensitivity of the G141 grism drops, as
well as the consistency of the observed counts with the
H-band magnitude of GN-z11 (see e.g. Fig 3).
The grism spectrum, combined with the photometric

constraints, allows us to exclude plausible low-redshift
SEDs for GN-z11 at high confidence. In particular, we
can invalidate a low redshift SED of an extreme line emit-
ter galaxy at z ⇠ 2 (see section 3 and Fig 4). Instead,
the grism spectrum is completely consistent with a very
high-redshift solution at z

grism

= 11.09+0.08

�0.12

(see Figures
3 and 5). This indicates that this galaxy lies at only
⇠ 400 Myr after the Big Bang, extending the previous
redshift record by ⇠ 150 Myr.
GN-z11 is not only the most distant spectroscopically

measured source, but is likely even more distant than
all other high-redshift candidates with photometric red-
shifts, including MACS0647-JD at z

phot

= 10.7+0.6

�0.4

(Coe

However, JWST spectroscopy will completely revolutionize this field!

JWST can in principle get spectroscopic redshifts for 
every single source currently known with HST
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! JWST will be extremely efficient in 
spectroscopic characterization of z>7 
galaxies

! For brightest targets, like the recently 
confirmed target EGS-zs8-1 at z=7.73, 
we will even be able to measure 
absorption lines

Simulation based on z=7.73 source from Oesch+15

What is the ionization state of gas in 
early galaxies? 

What is their dynamical state?

How fast did they build up their metals?

only line 
currently 
measured
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Wide area surveys like HSC are critical 
to find bright targets that will provide 
unique information with JWST spectra
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! Deep imaging with HST enabled the detection of an unprecedented sample of 
galaxies at z>3 (11’000), and extended our frontier into the heart of the cosmic 
reionization epoch (~1000 galaxies at z~7-10). Cosmic Frontier: z=11.1

! The UV LF is extremely steep during the reionization epoch (faint end slopes as 
steep as α = −2) ➔ ultra-faint galaxies likely main drivers for reionization

! Combination of very deep HST and IRAC data allow us to measure rest-frame 
optical colors and stellar mass build-up from z~10 to z~3-4. We now explored 
97% of cosmic history in build-up of star-formation and mass

! Discovery of GN-z11 in current search area is surprising according to models: 
Need larger area surveys to confirm the number densities of bright galaxies at 
z>10. Needs to be done now with HST, likely won’t be done with JWST!

! Finding bright galaxies at high redshift (e.g. with HSC) is crucial for JWST: 
these sources will give access to unique information with spectroscopy


